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state licensing of handlers of wood
SOUNDS LIKE CHICAGO
alcohol, methyl alcohol, methanol by
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
j
Former Member of The Courier-Ga
Commissioner of Agriculture, and la
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable In
zette Staff Tells Of Oregon Cli Maine Legislature Getting beling of such liquids.
Advance; single copies three cents.
! Officers Make Raid In Heart of Business District, and
mate
Wallingford, Auburn, would pro
Advertising rates based upon circula
Down To Business—New vide
for adoption of United States
tion and very reasonable.
I
Exciting Things Happen
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Beaverton, Ore., Feb. 5.
standards in packing and grading
Measures Presented
The Rockland Gazette was established
Maine
apples
and
proper
marking
of
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
•f1.18®8 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Hello Folks: After reading so many
A movement to block the investi- same.
The sheriff's department, with po- i into the rooms was to the accom• J882 The Free Press was established
Shaw, Bar Harbor, would require
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to of the interesting articles in your gatipn of the method used by the attorneys desiring admittance to
licc cooperation, last night descend- paniment of breaking glass.
the Tribune. These papers consolidated good paper. I am afraid the few lines Roard of State Assessors in deter
March 17, 1897.
Something had been dumped into
mining valuation took shape in the practice in Maine to have been bona
ed upon the rooms at 362 Main
I might write would not be very in House Tuesday. Jacobs of Auburn fide residents of State for six months
the
sink, and the fumes of ammonia
teresting, but I will write anyway.
he had been approached by last past: would provide penalty of
street and found what they believe arose.
—
♦ You have certainly printed some i said
$500
or
imprisonment
not
exceeding
those opposing the investigation and
—
A stout heart may be ruined in —
to be convincing evidence that an , prom the rear window somebody
The three months’ °r both, for Persons
very interesting historical articles who desired his assistance
— fortune but not ln spirit —Victor
oasis for the thirsty has boldly ex- threw a 5-gallon can of alcohol, part
— Hugo.
» during the past year. The letters order, introduced by Spear of Cum- practlci?g law unduly admittin« to
berland, is on the table in the House, I
n ..
,.
isted in the heart of the business ; of which was rescued by an officer
iZi
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
p*•* written by Mrs. Sadie Leach and where it was placed by Allen of San- ’ Harrmgton. Patton, would require
who had been stationed on the outHelen York, descriptive of their trip ford. It was understood that he ' »
»ssume responsib lity for
district.
were read with much interest. We would take It from the table ano supt?rt of ^upars a“er f‘ve COIL
side.
MAY MAKE POTATO BAGS
The raid was arranged by Deputy
read a number written by other peo move indefinite postponement.
“Ve years ab8ence fom towns in
The officers seized a nickel ma
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, and with
ple taking the same trip, but the
Harden Linscottand
aCommis
Jacobs said he felt assessments in *hich , ,they
have
settlements;
chine,
and behind a full-fledged reg
sioner Authorized ToStudy
the Rockland letters were much more the past had been • slipshod" and p5esen,1 law capses pauperj 5° ,ose
him on this visitation were George
ulation bar, found a loaded auto
interesting; in fact The Courier-Ga that
'
their
town
settlements
and
become
..................
Plan’s Feasibility
I. Shaw of the State Police, Proba
he favored the investigation
zette is the most interesting paper He added that Androscoggin carried charges of the State only after five
matic revolver.
tion Officer R. A. Webster and Pa
The Governor and executive coun that comes to our home. I think we i approximately one-tenth of the years’ residence in an unincorporat
Richard Canty was arrested, and
li olmen E. C. Ingraham and Fred
cil, in session Tuesday morning, all appreciate the “old home" paper , state total and that Auburn had ed place or beyond the limits of the
later the officers took Joseph Humph
more after being away for a number
State.
. ,
Achorn.
granted to Warden Charles E. Lin of years. It is now nearly 23 years about one-third of the county assess
rey into custody.
Burkett, Portland, would provide j j
ment.
Mounting the stairs which lead to
scott of State Prison at Thomaston that we have made our home in Ore
Each is charged with illegal pos
right
of
appeal
to
superior
courts
I
j
Joseph W. Simpson and Daniel F. from assessed land valuations.
the resort the officers were confront session of intoxicating liquor and
and to one of the Board of Prison gon, having visited Rockland twice Field, respectively Republican na
Tompkins, Houlton, would provide
ed by what appeared to be a door, maintaining a gambling institution.
Commissioners the right to go to meantime.
tional committeeman and State
It sure made me feel very badly chairman, in a Joint statement said that attorneys practicing in Maine
having a peek-hole.
A large crowd was in attendance
Brooklyn to visit the factory of when I read of the death of my old
must be residents of the State, and
They demanded admittance and at Court this morning, only to learn
Bemis Bros, one of the two concerns school teacher. Miss Mary Tyler, they did not consider Republicans would require applicants for bar
of the country which is engaged in having had such a nice visit with her who had worked and voted against examinations to have been residents
when nobody complied they put their that both cases would be continued
the manufacture of bags for pota when in Rockland, six years ago. I power export two years ago as in of the State for at least six months
shoulders against the door without until 2 o'clock this afternoon. E. W.
surgents.
Both
Simpson
and
Field
toes and fertilizer. There is a pos often think of my old school days
prior to date of examination.
effect. The reason for this, as they Pike appears for Canty and Prank A.
sibility of adopting such articles for spent in the schoolhouse on North have made frequent trips to the
Biddle.
Portland,
would
increase
State House since the Legislature
subsequently icaiucu,
learned, was
I suusequenuy
woo that the , Tirrell
i .rreu ior
for tiumpnrey.
Humphrey. vouiny
County xxvAtmanufacture at the State Prison.
the present maximum of $18 a week,
Main street where she was my teacher
| inside was staunchly sheathed with torney Ensign Otis handles the prosWhat shall be done to furnish em and I am still wearing the ring she convened and conferred with Presi to be paid as Industrial Accident
dent
Martin
of
the
Senate
and
..........
ployment for the idle convicts is one gave me as a prize for not being ab
compensation for employes totally
hard pine
edition, and the case will
be heard
of the most difficult problems facing sent. It will be treasured more than j Speaker Merrill of the House before incapacitated for work, to $22 a week, ,
Meantime
the
officers
broke
down
by
Recorder
A.
L.
Miles
in the ab
I the appointmenfp to the reappor- and increase the minimum compen
the prison management.
ever now’.
I two other doors, and thei c.c’.vent sence of Judge Butler.
' tionment committee were announced
We have had a wonderful winter, Whether they interested themselves sation from $6 to $10 a week. The
I
very warm, not a flake of snow. Roses in the makeup of the committee was same maximum and minimum in
STATE OF MAINE
creases would apply to cases where
have been in bloom along the walk; not known.
I UK.
PkD r'r"
'■.Nj'C I FfTI TRF Dr- Condon planned the observance
LA- .
v>lN 3 Litht- I LTV j o{ Ar|jOr Day jn Montana.
death resulted from injury. The
also pansies and violets all winter. I
I
Legislative Notices
„
„ , .
, maximum compensation for partial
Katheryn Lee Bates, author of
have roses on the table as I am .
James H. McCann. Portland, ap- incapacity would be increased from
• Famous Educator Tells Bap- “America the Beautiful.’
writing this, picked out of doors. The
i
peared
in
behalf
of
naturopaths
who
;
sl8
to
j
2o
a
week.
The committee on Appropriations A: fields are all green. Some of our
Dr. Cook, bogus “discoverer" of the
[would regulate the practice of natu- [
....
Financial Affairs will give a public hear
tist Men’s League of Fa North Pole, who told Dr. Condon that
ing ln Its rooms at the State House, in neighbors already have early peas up. ropathy in Maine and create a board ;
i
he didn't blame Peary for being dis
Quite different from last year as there of registration and examiners “to [
Augusta, on
mous Personages Met
House Committee Reports
|
appointed.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1931, 2 P. M. was quite a lot of snow and cold. j protect the public against immoral i Ought to pass: Bill granting teachIan MacLaren. author of “Bonnie
S. P. 33. L.D. 11. Act to appropriate This is really a freak climate, but
Pinch
hitting
for
Judge
Pinansky,
persons
and
criminals,
who
at
preser's
pension
to
Cora
B.
Crabtree,
moneys for the expenditures ol the gov generally not much winter, and we
Brier Bush" whom the doctor intro
ernment and for other purposes—Home Eastern people do not like it as we ent may hang out a sign and set i Vinalhaven.
who was unable to fill his date with duced when he made his last address.
for Aged Women. Rockland.
up in the naturopathy
State Land and Forest Preservathe Baptist Men’s League. Dr. Ran
Booker T. Washington, the famous
came many miles to get rid of the ! themselves
19-20
profession."
tion —Relating to the burning of
severe winters.
dall J. Condon of Friendship last [ negro educator,
Five
measures
relating
to
the
;
brush,
slash
or
blueberry
land.
COUNTY ESTIMATES
It was Dr. Condon's pleasure to
Hope to see you all again before ; “blue sky" law and dealers in secur- J Teacher's pension for Fannie E. ,
night delivered a delightful address
The Committee on County Estimates
meet six Presidents—Roosevelt, Taft.
will give a public hearing ln Its rooms many years as we are getting the j ities were heard by the committee on ] Keene, Waldoboro, was referred to | j
of an hour and three-quarters, Wilson, Coolidge. Harding and
at the State House, in Augusta, cn
wanderlust again, it being over six Banks and Banking. Bank Com- | Committee on Pensions by the Ed- ; ;
touching upon some interesting per Hoover, and he related some highly
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 18th. immediately years since we were in our home
missioner Annis described a measure : ucation Committee.
I
after the adjournment of thc House, town.
sonages he has met in the course of interesting anecdotes of those occa
hearing on County Estimates
--------------- ■—
j
his lengthy and distinguished career sions.
Wishing The Courier-Gazette and I regarding the definition of the term
18-20
securities in that law as designed to' j
MUSIC AND TEA
,
as an educator. It was the largest
Dr. Condon's story was a wonderful
all its employes a very happy and eliminate
an exemption which “was !
_____
1
meeting the League has held this word painting, from beginning to
prosperous year, I still remain one of taken advantage of last year by a
»» > r-i
*
season, and a very happy answer to end, and was supplemented with
the old force, as ever.
LOST!
Massachusetts candy company which j Nnox County Men s Chorus
i the challenge on the matter of at- many interesting photographs.
Mrs. Josephine Cox.
i
succeeded in getting approximately!
Booked For Pleasing Af: tendance.
Monday night between Bath and
R.F.D., 3, Box 397..
$500,000 from citizens of the State I
j Two new members were added:
Waldoboro
NEARS THE GOAL
for stock which is apparently worth
fair In Camden
j
Dr. F. O. Bartlett and Dr. Blake B.
MAGIC
VALLEE
but a small fraction of that amount
Three Boxes
■ Annis.
With but $51 necessary to complete
and under the statute the depart
An interesting musical event takes I
"Of all the people I have met," said
A newspaper headline jays—
Finder Will Receive Liberal
its
quota of $3200 for drouth relief
ment was without legal authority to place in Camden tomorrow evening |
Dr. Condon, "the two who made the
THREW GRAPEFRUIT
act."
most pleasant impression upon me Knox County Chapter of the Red
Reward
MISSED VALLEE
when
at
the
Methodist
Church
the
The bill would also broaden the [
were two who went from Rockland— Cross is cheerfully counting on reach
IS FIRED FROM HARVARD
By Returning Same to
definition. Henry G. Beyer. Portland Knox County Men's Chorus will
Charles Littlefield and Bert Lord." ing the goal the present week. The
A correspondent who signs himself
investment
broker.
R
E
Goodwin.
1
present
a
program
of
sacred
and
sec;
j
Dr. Condon, out of deference to the
Kaler’s Motor Express Rudolph and dates his letter Ply
Augpsta- r^pre#e^nf SaVingS
u'ar numbers arranged to appeal to ’
proximity of Lincoln's Birthday, told fact remains of course that fifty dol
mouth, wants to know whether the E.
H.
Morrison.
Wilton,
representing
;
„
.
,
_
.
.
I
ROCKLAND
TEL. 590 student was fired for throwing the
of his visit to the martyred Presi lars is $50 and won't materialize out
trust companies and Representative ■a11 muslc *°"ers- Those who attend 1
dent's old home in Springfield, Ill; of of thin air. Contributions should be
19-lt
grapefruit or missing Rudy.
Bowers. Portland, also appeared fcr i will not only have the pleasure of I
sent either to Tlie Courier-Gazette
the bills.
hearing a musical treat, but will par- |
or to the Red Cross office, 497 Main
Under the head of new business at ticipate in the Valentine tea and i
i Tuesday's session came these bills; social which will take place at the 7
street. Checks should be made pay
Senate
[close of the program. Admission will |
able to J. Herbert Sanborn, treasurer.
be
at
a
popular
figure
and
the
hour
.
Previously acknowledged ...... $3,108.31
St. Clair. Knox, would establish is 8 o'clock. The prqgram:
’
L. E. Jones.............................
2.00
I game sanctuaries on Grassy Pond,
—from 12th Mass
Mozart
Mrs. Anne Haskell ...............
1.00
i in towns of Rockport and Hope and Gloria
Lord.
I
Want
To
Be
a
Christian
The purpose of this advertisement is to emphasize again thc
L. R. Emery ..........................
1.00
Glencove. Penobscot Bay. town of
...........
Rodeheaver
Calvary ........................................... Rodney
J. F. Gregory ............................
3.00
Rockport.
fact that season tickets for skating do NOT admit their
S. P. Whitney........................
5.00
Spear. Cumberland, would require Quartet—Ashes olChorus
Roses ................ JVolle
owner to Hockey Games.
State auditor to cause audit of all
Mrs. H. B. Cunningham.
S. T. Constantine. 1st Tenor
EVERYBODY IS HAPPY
THERE'S LOTS OF SNOW
Carleton Porter. 2nd Tenor
Washington .......................
1.00
city, town and village books and in- i
Several local items have announced this fact and a similar
Gerard Margeson. 1st Bass
_____
Frances Gushee. Appleton ..
2.00
stall uniform accounting system “as |
Roscoe McKinney. 2nd Bass
_
,
notice has been inserted in each hockey game advertisement.
Methebesec Club .................
5.00
soon as possible” with subsequent Out ol the Storm ........................ Gabriel j
Los A.n5'tes ILr,end William J. But tbe Fonds and Streams Are Low
Hatton, Writes In An Optimistic
—Rockland's Average Snow Deptli
audits to be made once every three ) one Sweetly soiemnjrhought .. Ambrose
Rose White ............................
5.00
R. II. S. A. A.
iNegro Spiritual)
Nine Inches
Spirit
E. P. Lynch ............................
10.00
years or more often if requested Deep River
...................................... arr. Fisher
Alice George ..........................
5.00
by municipal officers or selectmen.
Chorus
The' Maine Snow Bulletin issued [
Los Angeles, Feb. 2.
! Jackson. Cumberland, would pro- Tenor Solo—O. Dry Those Tears ............
................................... . .... del Rlego Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
' vide compensation of $10 per dav
Total .............................. $3,148.31
weekly from the office of the PortMr Constantine
and expenses for State geologist Rock of Ages ............................... Stebbins
I am receiving your valuable paper jan(j weather Bureau shows that j
regularly
threewith
timesit aofweek
am ..
, , storm. has considerably
..
. , in-1
while actively engaged in perform While the Years Are Rolling By Herndon much
ADELYN AND CATHERINE
pleased
late. and
There
Mondays
ance of his duties and permit him Quartet—Rocked Chorus
ln the Cradle ol the
are
so
many
articles
of
interest
to
creased
the
average
depth,
and
tha.t
i to employ assistants, purchase
, Actresses Were Long Time In Meet
Deep .................................. Knight
material and publish documents to When We Stand Before the King.. Ackley one who lives out of the State. There it is much needed because the ponds
ing But Found Themselves In
The
Lost
Chord
.....
...
...............
Sullivan
be paid for by the State.
was something about the hard times an(j streams are low.
Same Hotel
The
personnel
of
the
chorus:
TenSpear. Cumberland, would pro
that the country has been going
Rockland, which is tabulated in the ■
OPERETTA IN THREE ACTS
ors.
1st.
Harold
Green,
Osmond
A
through
(the
whole
world
as
to
that
vide fine of $50 and costs for town
Here's Catherine Willard in town
coast group, had then an average of
Dr. Randall J. Condon
or city officers refusing to furni’h Palmer, Prank Tibbetts. Raymond matter) by Fred Seavey of Port Clyde nine inches, while at Bucksport the
with "Topaze” and Adclyn Bushnell
Perry.
S.
T.
Constantine;
2nd.
Carlewhich
attracted
my
attention
a
while
municipal information to the State
with “The Racket,” which just end
average depth was 22 inches. The
ton Porter. Carl Cassens Dr. L. W. back and I would like to add a word
auditor.
ed its two weeks' run. Both are, as
the6 woman's su£ the girls say, just dying to see each
Carter, Fairfield, would provide Hart and Fred H. Haining; baritones. [ as to how the people of Los Angeles
AT 8.00 O'CLOCK
j for towns with an assessed valua Charles Wilson. Gerard Margeson, 1 are dealing with the question.
other.
in the first place it is a mutual one to three inches due lo evanora- ment that PONtlctans placed it there,
tion under $200,000 to raise only Fred A Sherman Henry Pendleton
Because some seven or maybe eight
those
who
had
loved
Lincoln;
of
$1000 for school purposes, further and E. F. Berry; bassos. Dr. Samuel question, for it is between those who tion and settling, but the Monday i
years ago, Miss Bushnell was a mem
ROCKPORT TOWN HALL
amounts as may be necessary to Tibbetts. Roscoe McKinney, Ray- I have and those who have not, and storm has added an averaue of six the lnsP1IlnS relics which fill the ber of the cast of the Somerville
the
olone i house; and of how he (Dr. Condom Players and at that time Miss
maintain public schools would be mond K. Green, Joseph Brewster, cannot be settled until the people inches lo
Auspices Rockport Grammar School
to the reported depths along
,. verv C0UCh where Lincoln
Adin L. Hopkins and P. L. Havener, realize that fact.
So the burden the coast,
paid by the state.
and gradually falling to a 0 l.n,
coucn wnere [uncoin Willard was with the Copley Players.
Hathaway. Milo, would permit Director, S. T. Constantine. At the [ rests upon those who have, to make about an inch at Greenville and , pLopX 10 thC WOma" Wh° bCCame So much has happened since, so
ADULTS, 35 CENTS; STUDENTS. 20 CENTS
work for those who have not. This thence southwestward. The probable1 n s wlle'
I state auditor to allow a deduction of piano. Mrs. Constantine.
much to talk over.
Dr. Condon said the first great man
17-19
not more than two percent of the
-----------------! is what is being done here. Rev. Bob depth Tuesday morning averages
There were telephone calls, but
tax on gasoline, provided he is satis
TEN DOLLARS A “TUNE”
Shuler over his radio KGEF is urging from two to four inches over last he met was James G. Blaine. This somebody always tripped up the
------[ the people who have, to give work to week. The average depth for the was while Mr. Condon was serving in messages.
fied there has been a loss by shrinkage,
There is something new under the those who register at the unemploy- State Tuesday morning is about 21 the State Legislature, as its young
Then when they finally did meet
i evaporation, or handling to that or
! a less amount. No further deduction sun. It was the excuse offered by a ment office, and it is having effect, inches or a rain equivalent of about est member. By invitation he called they learned that they were stop
the people
who have lawns two and a half Inches. Several ob- at
would be allowed by him unless def- speeder before Dana Thomas, jus- [ He asks
----- —
r
Blair}e s ilome. ali(l the con- ping at the same hotel, on the same
I inite proof of a greater los» through tice of the peace at Willow Glen, Cal j to cut, steps to be rebuilt or any kind j servers comment on the lowness of1 versation which he had with the floor, in rooms directly across from
i fire or accident was made.
"Your Honor," Henry Peterson of i of a job, large or small, to telephone i the ponds and streams and a rain or plumed Knight was related in a most each other. Isn't it always like
----- ,— —
...... ....
_ and. they
.
. .
. and
--ji| thaw*• is now needed ’ to fill them entertaining manner. On parting Mr. that?—Gossip of the Town in Boston
Ford. Brookline, would require ---San---Francisco
explained.
"It ---was—
oni ! . the office
are doing
so,
town clerks to submit to the state account of the radio I have hooked some who might do their work them- ' The conditions for logging are very Blaine had said: “Young man why Post.
don't you come over into the Repub
i register "the original certificates" of up in my car. It won't work unless selves are letting those out of work do good
births, marriges. and deaths, instead I am going at least 40 miles an hour it.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
"Ice thickness has increased on an lican party?”
But Dr. Condon was a native of
i of "a copy of the record" and to keep
“Turn it off except on the state
The mayor of the city is asking the average of one to two inches, and on
Friendship where almost everybody
| a record of such certificates.
highway hereafter," was the advice water board to give $100,000 to the Sebago Lake proper it is six inches.
If I had to live my life again I would
Burkett, Portland, would provide of the judge, "and the fine is $10." relief fund and to donate 65.000
“Roads as reported by Sunday and was then a Democrat, and he went have made a rule to read some poetry
listen to some music at least once
boxes of apples that the city has, Monday reports are generally good, down the line voting for ail of the and
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
from the orchards in Owens Valley, while Monday's storm is being plowed Democrats, including Bryan, until loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
raised on lands over which the aque out. The strong north wind of Tues Smith was nominated. He then
"And
O CAPTAIN! MY CAPTAIN!
duct runs. Thc people of the city are day has drifted snow considerably but joined the Hoover forces.
Hoover will justify himself, yet" was (Written In memory of President Lin
Now I no trouble has been reported."
coln. to whom the poem refers as thc
the doctor's confident assertion.
Captain of the Ship of State).
And here, because space does not
O
Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip
denied work especially If they are ln permit more than a glance at the
is done.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL, FEB. 12-13
need, and in a Christian country it is wonderfully interesting recital, are a The ship has weather’d every rack, thc
prize we sought Is won.
the duty of those persons who have few words about other interesting
The port Is near, the bells I hear, thc
been favored with riches to get be personages whom Dr. Condon met.
people all exulting.
hind the movement and push it un-» Oliver Wendell Holmes, who had While follow eyes the steady keel, the
Thursday Evening, 8 o’clock
Sweeten YOUR Valentine
vessel grim and daring;
til no worthy person in this country furnished the ideals which the doc
But O heart! heart! heart!
is in need of the necessities of life. I tor has tried to express as an eduO the bleeding drops of red.
am glad that President Hoover (good I cator.
Where on the deck my Captain lies.
In
Fallen cold and dead.
Curley, the sole survivor of the
man that he is* is doing all he can
The Annual Junior Play
to relieve the farmers and people ln Custer massacre, whose picture he O Captain! My Captain! rise up and hear
Wc suggest that you follow a
distress. I hope Congress will help had taken,
$1.00
the bells:
safe tradition and send her
Dr. Grenfell the famous mission Rise up—for you the Hag is flung—for
him and not hinder him in his noble
Apollo's special Valentine box
you the bugle trills.
Friday Afternoon
ary.
whom
he
had
known
intimately
stand for right. I think times arc
For you bouquets and ribbon'd wreaths
$1.50
of assorted chocolates. Every
improving
here.
AU
the
houses
in
for
20
years.
—for vou the shores a-crowdlng.
ENTERTAINMENT FREE, BAND CONCERT, VAUDEVILLE
piece will remind her of you.
Sergeant Alvin York the young For you they call, the swaying mass, the
the section where I live are rented
FREE SAMPLES
And St. Valentine's Day will
eager faces turning;
mountaineer who had single-handed
$2.00
and
everybody
seems
to
be
employed
Hear Captain! dear father'
be a triumph.
FAIR—HIGH SCHOOL GYM—BOOTHS—COOKED FOOD
captured 125 Germans, and had then
around here.
This arm beneath your head!
REMEMBRANCES. ICE CREAM. TF.A ROOM, MINIATURE GOLF
It Is some dream that on the deck.
It isjietter to be optimistic and act gone back to the mountains to es
Hearts
You've fallen cold and dead.
CANDY, GRABS, HOT DOGS, HANDKERCHIEFS
tablish schools.
than to be pessimistic and not try.
(ABSOLUTELY NO GAMES OF CHANCE)
Madame Nidou. who took com My Captain does not answer me. hls lips
W. J. Hatton,
are pale and still.
mand of India’s forces following the My father
g that the market is glutted. It has 2822 North Griffin Avenue.
does not feel my arm, he has
arrest of Gandhi.
7.
been
the
same
with
grapes
and
now
no pulse nor will.
Friday Evening
CHISHOLM BROS.
The old pioneer who had founded The ship Is anchor'd safe and sound. Its
we hear that when the new acreage j Midnight had sounded, but still he
voyage closed and done.
of grapefruit comes into bearing it I stuck.
' Yellowstone National Park.
CONFECTIONERS
From fearful trip the victor ship comes
GRAND KARNIVAL BALL
2 will be the same with it. This gives "My boss told me today that I had
Capt. Wilbert Saunders who orIn with object won;
Rockland
Exult. O shores, and ring. O bells!
438-484 Main Street,
« a little idea of the marvelous re- [ lot of get-up-and-go to me,” he ganized the Vigilantes, and brought
But
I with mournful tread
boasted.
about law and order.
MUSIC BY KIRK
STREAMERS
FAVORS 8 sources of this region.
the deck: my Captain lies
Z But to return to the subject, no; "Yes?” asked the girl “Let's see Gifford Pinchot, who had volun- Walk
Fallen cold and dead
—Walt Whitman.
P(’rsotl who wanU to w»rk should be some of it.”
teered the government s service when

AT THE CAPITOL

The Nation’s Bulwark
In the Hour Of
Its Greatest Need

A Word To Skaters

“The Toy Maker”

FRIDAY-SATURDAY EVG. FEB. 13-14

1

KIPPY KARNIVAL

“PEG O’ MY HEART”

‘

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK________ j

Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, j
Who on oath declares that he is Pressman in the office of The Courier-Gazette.
and that of the issue of this paper of
Feb. 10. 1931. there was printed a total of
6,259 copies
WALTER H BUTLER.
Notary Public.
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PENNANTWARD

..................... »
Two Flashy Basketball Games In Thomaston Find Rock1
1 /-v
1 i
r* i
land On the LOTlfif End
...............................................

35c

ALL LINEN

Dish Cloths
Colored borders; our 29c
Special

IMONTON’

Ask For
S. A H.
GREEN
STAMPS

We Give

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

S. &■ H.
GREEN
STAMPS

Linen Crash
Two interesting types of bor
ders in Rose, Blue

yard 29c
A pair of long brawny arms, owned , a strong comeback after having been i
4 for $1.00
led
by
a
19
to
9
score
at
the
half.
|
and operated by Francis McAlary,
Summary of the boys' game:
Rockland High stationary guard.
Rockland
were in the air practically all the
G
F
P
time Tuesday night, breaking up Knowlton, rf .......... 5
0
10
Thomaston passes and shots, and he Flanagan, If ............ 3
1
7
0
6I
spoiled so many of them while his Ellingwxid, c .......... 3
2
8j
team mates were rolling up a score Gay. lg .................... 3
0
0j
that the Rockland High basketball McAlary, rg ............ 0
team took the lead in the Knox and
14
3
31
T. , T
. ..
Lmcoln League at the expense of
Thomaston
Thomaston High at Thomaston by a
G
F
Pj
31 to 21 score,
Johnson, lg ............... 0
0
0!
Unusual Event. SAVE on Your Spring Supply
The Rockland girls did not have F. Day, rg ................ 0
0
0I
such an easy time, but they finally A. Day, rg, c............ 0
0
0|
Fifty Dozen
managed to win out by a 25 to 21 Feyler, c ................... 1
1
3
Table Damask
count.
33c Fancy Bordered
Morgan, If ................. 5
0
10
Wash Cloths
The big Rockland guard broke up so Felt, rf ....................... 4
0
8
50 Dozen
Silver Bleached, All Linen
many plays under the basket in the
Bleached
Towels
Firm
first half that the Thomaston crew
10
1
21
Quality
1.39 value
New lot 12*-c val; white with col
gave up trying to work the ball
Extra heavy quality Towels in all
Referee, Mahan. Time, four 8's.
25 Cent
All Linen Damask
through the Rockland defense and
ored borders, “Cannon’’ Quality
colors; 22x44 inches. Another out
Summary of the girls' game:
took to long shots in the last half,
Fast Colored
Score, Rockland 25. Thomaston 21. I
standing value.
yard 98c
Two yards wide; 1.98 value
with which they made the greatest Rockland lineup: Mattson rf. Howard j
Borders
part of their points. McAlary got If, Brewer c. Lawrence sc, Smith lg,
6 for 50c
4 for $1.00
yard $1.29
the ball off the backboard most of Billardo lg, Snowman rg. Thomaston: '
TOWELS
the time and was on the starting end Williams rf, Young If, Johnson If,
Pure White All Linen
of every one of the Rockland plays.
Libby c, Wellman sc. Vinal lg, Well- '
6 for
The locals took the lead from the man rg. Points scored by Mattson 24; ■
Bale of
50 Cent Extra Heavy
Breakfast
Cloth
Thomaston aggregation shortly after Howard 1; Williams 21.
Table Damask
• • • •
Grant Davis, 9-year old son of Mr. tj^ie latter had led by two points in the
$1.00
Crash Remnants
Towels
54x54 inches; All Linen; all colors;
and Mrs. George B. Davis, Rankin opening period. They had rolled up
Rockville's “Starrs"
The Rockville A. C. is making a ,
Special lot, slightly soiled
street, has just been notified of his
points at the end of the half to
Two yards wide; 2.25 value
AU Linen, Bleached, firmly woven,
1.25 value
A popular medium
22x44 inches
selection for membership in The ,u£
, Thomaston. Practically all sound like winners this season, hav- ,
size,
18x36
inches.
League of Curtis Salesmen, the honor of Rockland s points came as the re ing just won its second straight game '
and full width
organization maintained by the Cur- suit
working the ball through the over the Orange Streaks of Rockland'
yard $1.49
3 for $1.00
each
98c
AT
BIG REDUCTION
tis Publishing Company for boys who l°°se Thomaston defense, beautiful It was a tolerably close contest in I
the first half, but after that the
sell its publications. Admittance to Passwork being displayed,
this organization depends upon reg- I Captain Mahoney Felt of the Thom Rockville lads drew away to a safe
irafarazraragzizrazjaiararagrejzra^^
ular school attendance and a record aston team, in his last basketball i lead. Speaking of "stars’’ what's the
of efficient service to customers.. game against the Rockland High matter with G. and A. Starr,, who
Through this training teachers very i Quintet, flashed brilliantly throughout ! scored 32 of the victorious team's
generally report that boys gain a the entire contest. He did the bulk points. McCabe was high scorer for
in Rockport Friday to attend the fu-! Lester Merrill substituted on the
DIDN’T THEY RAMBLE?
sense of responsibility that tends to I
floor work for the losers and Rockland. The game was played in I
neral of Miss Ruth Upham. Much R.F.D. Friday while the regular carRockport. The score:
make schooling more real to them. As ; scored eight points as well.
The bewhiskered basketeers, known sympathy Is extended the bereaved rier made a business trip to RockGrant's friends know, he has devel-| Scoring honors for the evening were
Rockville A. C.
as the House of David team defeated family.
la1d„
oped a sense of self-confidence with i even between Knowlton of Rockland
Joseph Pushaw is employed in
C. C. Childs is enjoying a new
P the Waldoboro Ramblers in WaldoG
F
ability to make decisions quickly, i and Morgan of Thomaston, each scor- Heline, rf ............... . 5
— Rockport doing carpenter work.
Echophone radio.
12 boro Tuesday night 54 to 29. The
2
That is one reason he is proud to
10 S0’1?1?5 aPieceG. Starr, if ............ . 10
1
21 visitors had a very speedy team, as
show his badge of membership to his , ,e Kockland team is now leading A. Starr, c ............. . 5
1
11 shown by results elsewhere in the
friends, and is now looking forward i the league, having won six games and N. Lofman. rg ...... . 0
FANCY NATIVE FOWL, pound........................... 32
1
1 1 State, and were never in danger from
to advancement to the next higher 'ost one- while the Lincoln Academy Hamalainen, lg .... . 0
0
the start. The score:
step in the organization.
1 Qulntet is second with five victories E. Lofman, lg ....... .. 0
0
LITTLE PIG PORK ROASTS, pound.................. 20
0;
House oi David, 54
____________
j and one loss to its credit.
—
—
G F TP.
A meetine of the directors of the
JudginK by the summary It ap$
45
20
5
,_A.
Pfared as though there was only one
NICE FRESH SPINACH, peck............................. 35
Poison. If ..................... 9
1 19
Kockland Orange Streaks
B°y
forward aPiece in each of the’girls'
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT
Todd, rf ....................... 6
1
13
cirive ^Iph ‘ h T
j teamS SS MatLson scored 24 of Rockp Underwood, c ............. 8
G
F
NEW CAULIFLOWER, each............................... 35
0
16
1
3 Walters, lg ................. 2
Prescott, lg ........... .. 1
0
4
0
• 0 Parker, rg ................... 10
McCarty, rg........... . 0
2
CELERY.................................................................... 20
Special Markdown on
0
0
Smith, rg .............. .. 0
Totals ...................... 26
2 54
10
0
Breen, c ................. .. 5
Waldoboro Ramblers, 29
HOME MADE SAUSAGE, pound...................... 35
SOILED SAMPLE BLANKETS
1
13
6
McCabe, if ...........
These sausage are good; you should try them.
the departure of former executive
2
8 Boggs, lg ...................... 10
0
Trafton, rf ........... .. 4
John W. Thompson, and has two of the finest basketball exhibi
3
9
—
—
— Kemp, c ..................... 3
All wool and part wool, white with colored borders
achieved gratifying success. Several tions this season. The girls’ game in
CHASE & SANBORN’S COFFEE, pound........... 39
0
0
34 Burns, lg ..................... 0
2
16
names were presented as possibili the second half was close and interKemp,
c
......................
3
3
9
and bindings. A few block plaids. Every one of
Nash.
Timer, Dunbar. Referee,
ties for the vacant position, the se
Redmond, rf .............. 3
0
6
SALADA TEA, half-pound package.................... 38
Scorer, G. Payson. Time, four 10's.
them a bargain!
lection to be made Feb. 19. Mr.
Benner, If ................... 6
0
12
Lewin has been connected with McTotals ....................... 13 . 3
29
LIMA BEANS, can .12. GOOD CAN CORN .10
25% TO 33 1-3% OFF
Dougall-Ladd Co. and his departure
Referee, Timberlake
Time four
Make succotash a good substitute for meat.
KEEPING ’EM OPEN
ON MY SET
is noted with genuine regret.
10's.
A feeling akin to dismay was
HORTICULTURAL SHELLED BEANS, can .15
State Has 8500 Miles of High experienced by the radio flans
Nickel and Chromium plated ware with pyrex or
An advertisement on page one of
Tuesday when they failed to lo
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
3 cans for .............................................................. 40
this issue stresses anew the fact that
ways Available To Traffic cate their good old stand-by.
ovenware inserts.
Pie plates, casseroles, trays,
season skating tickets at Community
WEEI. Other stations explained
In an exhibition game at Carr's
utility dishes, cordial sets, pitchers, nut sets, etc.
BAXTER’S MAINE PEAS, can........................... 20
This Winter
Park do not admit the bearer to
that the sleet storm had caused
Monday night the Hunting Dogs de
hockey games.
Only a nominal
seven strands of wire to snap,
Many
items
suitable
for
bridge
prizes,
favors,
etc.
3 cans for .............................................................. 50
feated Forty Club 2 or 1 by a margin
charge is made for the skating tickets
Maine’s winter program of high
and thus cripple the station. A
of
16
pins.
The
contest
was
featured
and if the hockey games are to be at way clearance brings this year's
squad of 20 engineers soon had
NICE CANNED CRAB MEAT, can...................... 29
TO CLOSE 33 1-3% OFF
by 11 strings over 100. F. Black had
all self supporting a fee must be total of roads open to the motorist
the popular service re-estab
high
total
with
strings
of
109,
122
and
charged. It is worthy of note that
NICE CANNED SHRIMP, can............................... 15
lished.
101, but Norton had high string, 139.
Must have room for new department
the Park rink has afforded eight to. the 8500 mile mark assuring unin
The summary:
terrupted
flow
of
pleasure
and
busi

weeks of undoubtedly the most satis
CALIF. BUDDED WALNUTS, pound................40
Almost three and one-half mil
Hunting Dogs—Packard 283. Beaton
factory skating ever obtained lo ness traffic on main roads," and
Every nut large and perfect.
lion radio sets are in operation in I 276, Williams 303, Daris 300, Nortgl |
JUST
ARRIVED!
cally, for the surface is kept smooth, bringing the Pine Tree State defi- i the British Isles, 3,411,910 li ! 327, total 1489.
NICE FLORIDA ORANGES, dozen.................... 19
the park is lighted and patrolled and nitely out of the category of the I censes having been issued up to
Forty Club 2 or 1—Orff 270, Jackson .
Lot of Bates and Stevens
there's no danger of drowning acci snowbound States.
the close of the year. Of this
313, Stinson 298, F. Black 332. J Black
dents.
number 19,460 were issued gratis
260, total 1473.
At a season of the year which some
• • • «
to blind radio fans. The 1930
BED SPREADS
Limerock Valley Pomona will meet years ago saw the paralyzing of i total of sets was 455,174 greater
Newburyport iMass.) bowlers are
at Glencove Saturday at 2 o'clock traffic after a storm except in the
than in the preceding year. De
coming down this way soon, and it
Nice quality rayon, new jacquard patterns. Size
with the following program; Opening immediate radius of cities and towns
cember issuances, due principally 1 will be necessary to select a strong
song, selected, Worthy Pomona; ad when magi left the highways undis- I to Christmas gifts of licenses,
86x105. Rose, Blue, Marie, Green and Orchid. A
team to beat them. In a recent threedress of welcome, Frank H. Ingra puted to the northeast storms and
were 85,012.
TEL. 17 OR 18
FREE DELIVERY
string match there one team bowled |
few Whites.
ham. overseer of host Grange; re did his traveling if at all on the rail
1517 and another 1495, high total be
Rockland,
Maine
sponse, Lloyd F. Crockett, master of roads. Maine conducts a successful
Miss Burdelle Strout’s inquiry’
ing 368.
SPECIAL $2.95 EACH
Pomona; singing, led by members of campaign against winter snows.
» » ♦ »
as to station VAS was quickly
host Grange; address, "Our Grange
answered by severat readers of
The State highway snow removal
Last night’s results at Carrs: Five
Obligations,” Frank H. Ingraham; program is teaching the tourist that
this column, the first response I Aces 1447, Under Dogs 1408, Forty
reading, Mrs. Minnie Miles; current Maine ever popular in the summer
coming from Charles M. Lawry.
Club 2 or 1 1527, Five Aces 1465.
events from National Grange Month offers equally delightful prospects in
From Douglas Barter of 29
ly, Charles E. Gregory: surprise fea the winter months. Hundreds of i James street, Rockland, came
OWL’S HEAD
ture in charge of Pearl Thomas; vio huge plows are engaged in the busi
this answer;
lin solo, Col. F. S. Philbrick.
“This station is owned and op
ness of clearing the highways to a
Prayer meeting was held last week
“You can tell when spring is here—
erated by the Canadian Marroni
width that facilitates the easy pass
with Mrs. Bain. The cnurch circle
for It generally averages 10 degrees
Commenting upon the reduction ing of cars, with gangs of men in at
Company and broadcasts on a
meets with her today, Thursday, at 2 ,
in prices paid for clams, which is tendance smoothing ruts to make a
frequency of 690 Kilo, and 434.5
o'clock.
colder than winter.”
causing no little stir in the southern surface of summertime smoothness
meters. It is a 10,000 watt station
Mrs. Lena Norton returns to her
towns of the county, a Rockland man
—says Gregory
Will Be Here Friday Afternoon
The 8500 miles of cleared highway
located at Glace Bay, Nova Sco ; home in New Jersey the last of this
who has long been familiar with the represent one third of the State’s
tia. It does not give a very good
week, after being the guest of her
situation says that this does not re total mileage. In the winter of 1928
reception on our set."
mother Mrs. Clara Maddocks for a
late to the general trade, but has to the State put into operation a work- !
Showing a Complete Line of
fortnight.
do with what might be termed '“run ing arrangement with the cities and
I DON'r CARE
With so many stations sending
Thomas J. Young, who has been
of the mine” clams not adapted for towns to share the expense of snow
their programs out into the ether
visiting at the home of his son. Grover
WHETHER
THE GROUND
WALK-OVER SHOES
IN
that purpose but intended for the removal. The first winter 217 towns
it is manifestly impossible to . Young, left Monday for a visit to his
HOG SAW HIS
factories.
took advantage of the cooperative
expect perfection, but we all feel • daughter in West Penobscot.
SHADOW OR NOT
plan, set plows to work with the re
vexed when other stations jam
Donald Merriam who has been
for spring
Many local firemen know Paul sult that 3000 miles of highway were
/‘/VJ FIXED FOR COLD
our beloved WEEI and WNAC to
home from college for a short vacaBrady, who came down here with the kept open. The following year. 266
| tion. returned Sunday to Bowdoin.
the point of distortion.
WEATHER,
Hydraulion Engine Co. of Bristol. II. towns broke out 4300 miles; last win
The committee on the Lincoln
I., on a notable occasion, and who is ter saw’ the total increased to 5500 ,
Birthday celebration urge all those
STRAND THEATRE
still doing lots of interesting news miles with 306 towns co-operating.
who have costumes of the Civil War
paper work in his home town. One of This year the number of towns
„ _
. ..
, ,
.to wear them at the entertainment
his latest items was about Capt. Jack jumped to 416 and the total mileage
Kay Francis, the sleek and vamp- Thursday
Rockland, Maine
Mullen, one of the East Providence to the 8500 mark.
ish charmer who teamed so well with
Therc will be an entertainment in
/COT THIS
firemen who gave some specialties at
According to the Maine Develop- Walter Huston in Gentlemen of the honor of Lincoln's birthday in thc
OUERCOAF AT
a barn dance held by the fire depart ment Commission which is keeping
a Press'^and ^The ^Virtu^us Sin" jitici ChUrch Thursday evening at 7.15.
■
ment of the factory of the National check on the results, the open road with William Powell in "Street of The committee in charge are Mrs'
India Rubber Co.
policy is benefiting Maine business Chance, will be seen for the first | Page, Mrs Parker. Merriam. Miss
The Commission looks to an increase time in a full-length feature picture Ella Maddocks, Mrs. Mvra Scammon
WHILE
An interesting lobster specimen in the State’s annual $120,000,000 with George Bancroft when "Scandal Mrs. Carlson and Miss Maggie Yo p
For all $50. garments
VOURE SHAKING WITH
has been received at the State mu tourist business as the result of the Sheet?" a melodrama of newspaper The school-children are presenting
seum from Hormidas Sampson of growing interest in Maine as a win life, comes to the Strand theatre on ■ a patriotic drill; there will be a
THE COLD
Pine Point. It weighs between five ter resort. Trade for the merchants Friday and Saturday.
; tableau. “Tenting Tonight;" Miss
„
■
■
rx1
and six pounds, and has two great is active. Transportation by truck
Scandal Sheet presents Ban-; g]]a Maddocks will recite Lincoln’s
crushing claws rather than one crush has speeded up. The jump in gaso croft as a ruthless, unethical manag- j Gettysburg Address; Mrs. Parker
ing and one smaller claw with fine ________
line sales,-and the increase in auto in8 editor of a tabloid daily whose Merriam will render “The Perfect
teeth. H. D. Crie, Commissioner of mobile registrations indicate that creed is "If it’s news, it gets printed, j Tribute;" Camilla Emery a song
Sea and Shore Fisheries, says that more residents than ever before plan , no matter whom it hurts. Dignity, i monologue, pertaining to “Anne RutYOU'D BETTER SHAKE
for a fine tailored, all
although he has seen similar lobsters to use their cars all winter.
pride, reputations fall before the j lfdge," Lincoln's fiance; Donald
VOURSELF LOOSE FROfA
The State auditor's gasoline tax withering blows delivered by the Perry reclteSi and plays a violin
a few times, it is an unusual specimen.
wool garment, formerly
report indicates a steady increase in stories he published in his paper seieCtion; Mr. and Mrs. Mareersoh,
A FEW DOLLARS AND
---- may ’be direct
" *  ' Brutal and belligerent, he defies even a duet, and- Mr.
- -Among the 16 Bowdoin College winter driving which
Margerson a 'solo;
students receiving straight "A" rank ly laid to the snow removal program. his boss, the owner of the sheet, in recitations by Mrs. Page and Lester
priced at $35.00
during the last semester, according Tax receipts indicate a sale of some seeking out and publishing stories Emery; and last but not least, Frank
to an announcement made by Presi- 5,800.000 gallons for December an in- aboht everybody and anybody, in young will play the cornet, accom
der’ Kenneth Sills, appears the crease of nearly 700.000 over Decern- spite of the heart-breaks that may , panjed by Miss Maggie Young There
SPECIAL TIE VALUE
name of Donald Emery Merriam, of ber 1929,
___ and more than double the and often do. result.
.. „
_.u ; will also be chorus singing by the
Owl's
........ Head
—
and Rockland. Mr. amount of gasoline sold in December . After a series of hectic news-gath- | young people’s choir. All are corMerriam is in the senior class, and 1926 before the snow removal pro- ering episodes, Bancroft is at last i diany invited to be present, and to
69c
is one of
nine seniorsreceiving gram was launched. Five and a drawn into a “yarn of his own mak- j come in the costume of Civil War
straight “A"
rank.
quarter million gallons of gasoline ing. He sees his own reputation at i ddys if possible.
A New Product, unlike any ever sold before. We
were sold in January. February and stake with the publication of this
Two for $1.25
Interment services for Mrs. Cora March. 1927. with the amount gradu- J story, the news of his wife’s elopebelieve
THREE
GROW
BAKING
POWDER
to
THORNDIKEV1LLE
Buzzell Millay were held yesterday : auy increasing with the number of j ment with the town’s leading banker,
Reason, too many $1.
at Austerlitz N. Y. The remains were nuies Of highways plowed until in the Clive Brook, but he remains loyal to
have the greatest strength of any known leavening
taken from Camden, where Mrs. Mil- 1 first»hree months of 1930 the total I his predacious code and orders that | Several of the children are having
lav’s death occurred to West Stock- i had more than doubled to reach a the “yarn" be run, with surprise whooping cough,
ties in stock
power. Absolutely pure. A product of Grapes and
bridge. Mass., via motor hearse. From total of 11,461,100 gallons.
snap-shot pictures of the elopers ( Edna Doughty has left Union High
have
<
School
and
is
in
Rockland
where
she
__________
which
his
photographers
that point to Austerlitz the use of
sleighs was necessitated by the deep
Lemons.
L. A. Walkei-will lecture oniScien- ''Xf he^elT his staff to l™™. . has
----employment.
- ------- --------- --..................
epare ■ Mrs. Emily Pushaw has returned
snow.
tific Picofs of Spiritualism Sunday, fQr a big.gPr story— the slaying of home after a four weeks' at St.
Our overcoats take the “chill” out
Unemployed men and boys will Feb. 15. 7.30 n. m. at 447 Main street. the banker at the hands of himself. Marie's Hospital. She is much imof this funny weather. Why not
intrusted in the announcement of C.M P Co. building. All interested gay[ng this be stalks out of the proved in health.
are
invited.
18-20
office,
never
more
to
return.
It
is
a
Wilbur
Mills,
Mrs.
Charles
OraFred C. Black of Black & Gay Canstop around und get comfortable.
416 MAIN ST. KOCKLAND
-----------------story of hectic, high-tempoed lives j trix and Master Francis Mills of
neve Inc., that their Thomaston fac
Rockland,
Maine
Nilo
’
s
Repair
Shop.
Spring
street,
steeped
in
the
rich,
pulsating
drama
Camden
were
Sunday
callers
at
John
tor” will start packing clams the first
of the week and that they will buy will be open Saturday nights here- of modern life and throbbing with Pushaw's.
after.—adv.
8-tf action—adv.
i Mrs. Ada Upham and family were
clams from ail who will dig them.

i
Thou shalt love the Lord thy God !
with all thy heart, and thy neighcor as thvself -Luke 10:27._______
;
To stimulate travel over Washing
ton's Birthday weekend the Maine
Central Railroad has announced that
it will operate another of its popular
coach excursions to Portland and
Boston, . tickets
,
.to be . sold
_ .Feb.
„„ 20_.and
, ,
21, good for return to Feb. 23. Tickets will be accepted in coaches on all
trains Friday and Saturday, the 20th ■
and 21st, and the round trip ticket 1
has been reduced to one fare, >
plus 25 cents.
As Washington's1
Birthday this year falls on Sunday,
Monday, the 23d, will be observed as
a legal holiday, and this extended
weekend will give an opportunity to
travel to Portland or Boston. Tickets for this excursion to Boston will
be accepted for return on any train
up to 9.30 Monday night from Bos
ton and will be accepted on any train
leaving Portland up to 8 a. m„ Tues-'
day, Feb. 24. The round trip fare
from Rockland to Portland and re- j
turn is $3.29 and from Rockland to
Boston and return $7.21.

PYRAMID SALE OF

TOWELS and LINENS

In an

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

AFewSpecialsforlhisWeek

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

J. A. JAMESON & CO.

The tyafa-fcter Salesman

Two
Real
Values

Overcoats

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

Today

GREGORYS

$37.50

$19.75

THREE CROW
BAKING POWDER

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY

Gregory’s
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than $2. ^nd laths for baskets are
The L.T.L. will hold a valentine so- | “SAVE YOUR VISION”
FRIENDSHIP
CUSHING
likewise double the price of a few
The Pageant Sublime—Coming to Portland
cial at the Baptist Church Friday
years ago; while a dory that could
afternoon at 2.30 o'clock.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
February is surely giving us a taste be purchased for $20 now costs $40
Positively
Only Engagement in the State of Maine
The
Present
Week
Devoted
0
,
T
Si"S°„a
“
S
Sto®'
”
—
Feb. 12—R. H. S. JUnlor Class play,
The Worlds' Oldest and Largest Stage Production
of winter. Storms and blocked roads and $42, tnus bringing the equipment
Peg O' My Heart."
The Eastern Radio Co. is now un- j
7 o Dissemination of Time- Thompson of Portland, formerly of
Feb 13—High School's Kippy Karnival. der the sole ownership of Guy B.
| Friendship took place in Portland have been about the entire bill of to such a point that they cannot
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
afford to work at the starvation
Dillingham.
It
is
located
at
228
Main
Feb. 7. Mr. Thompson is the younger fare thus far.
Feb. 14—Limerock Valley
Pomona
ly Caution
prices. Cushing joins hands with
Grange meets with Penobscot View street.
son of Mrs. Horace Flander; of
Lloyd
Miller
of
Rockland
was
at
Grange.
her contemporary, Port Clyde, in
An appalling number of auto driv Friendship.
Feb. 16—Gretchen Fletcher dancing re
J.
Maloney's
and
L.
S.
rebellion at digging clams for the
Mrs, Minnie Rogers entertained
Lester Delano and Jack Newbig Miller's recently.
cital, Temple hall.
price of 45 cents.
Feb. 16—Public bridge at Copper Ket Miss Marion Crosby, State President ers have defective vision.
motored
Monday
to
Brunswick.
tle by Episcopal ladies.
Because primitive man required
First Played in Frieburg in 1264
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney of
of the Rebekah Assembly of Maine,
Mrs. Melvin A. Simmons has a
Feb. 18—Lent begins.
The Original German Company, First American Tour
THE LIGHT
Feb. 20 (3 to 9.301—Educational Club Tuesday and Wednesday. Mrs. Cros vision which would be effective First Brookfield Edition of a Bible Thomaston were in this place Mon
Featuring
|For The Courier-Gazette|
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch. (Gen by visited Miriam Rebekah Lodge chiefly for distant seeing rather than published by E. Merriam & Co. in day.
tlemens night).
Now stumbling, groping, fumbling
Tuesday night and Camden Lodge upon near objects, there are thou 1815. Interesting and unusual con
Feb. 21—Operetta at Unlversallst ves
ADOLF
FASSNACHT
The
summer
colony
has
been
in

We go along oyr way.
Wednesday night.
are records, measures, tables of
try.
That way Is rough, the road ts hard
sands of automobile drivers who have tents
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday (ob
We’travel
travel day^y'Var
day by day.
weights and money, besides time, creased by the addition of a bungalow we
World's Greatest Christus Portrayer, and His Family
served on the 23d)
defective
vision
operating
cars
in
Elliot
farm
i
away from
home,
moved
to
the
R.
O.
Rockland High School’s hockey
days of the week, hours of the day
larm , We
We travel
,ose itsfar
warmth
and cheer
COMPANY of 500—CHORUS of 250—MIGHTY ORCHESTRA of 80
Feb. 23—Shakespeare 8oclety meets
every
city
in
the
United
States,
ac

team is playing in Canton today the
and watches.
with Mrs Ruth Mcncath.
from Thomaston by Harry Young We lose our faith, forget the truth
Feb. 23—Rockport. Candlelight Tea final game of the present trjp. Yes cording to Dr. Edwin H. Silver, chair
As day turns Into year.
Mr and Mrs. Beckett of Thomaston
and Musical, auspices of Trytohelp Club. terday they met the crack Lisbon man of the National Advisory Com are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Eugene with his pair of horses. It is the
NOT A MOTION PICTURE
Feb. 23—Annual meeting of the Forty
Still stumbling, groping, tumbling,
property
of
Elmus
Morse,
who
will
mission
on
Vision
for
Motor
Drivers
Falls team and were defeated by
Brown.
Club at Thorndike Hotel.
We've
given
up
for
sure
» Feb. 25—Public bridge Temple hall for the narrow margin of 2-0. Some idea of the American Optometric Associa
Capt. Roy Morton is driving a new occupy it as a summer home.
When, there we see the Home of God.
EXPOSITION BUILDING, PORTLAND, ME.
Parent-'!eacher Association.
Owing to blocked roads the chil The Church with the open door.
tion. He indicated that .......
many
j ..traffic Reo sedan.
Feb. 28—First annual Coast Guard of how the team has improved may i —......... Auspices, Associated Music Clubs of Portland
We
enter
ln.
we
see
the
Light,
dren
of
the
Wing
district
were
un

be gained from recalling that, Lisbon ! violators who appear stupid, clumsy
Mrs. Horace Flanders is visiting
ball. Temple hall.
There Is no groping now,
able to get to the Cove school Tues We put our trust ln God above
March 2—North Haven town meeting. defeated the locals 7-2 at Community | and mentally deficient are actually relatives in Portland.
Starting
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
SIX NIGHTS
FEBRUARY 23
Park. The boys spent last night in so because of poor eyesight.
“The Great Divide,” a western pic day, making three or four days they And know he'll help somehow.
Dlarcli 29—Palm Sunday.
Monday
have
been
thus
hindered
this
term.
Lewiston.
He said that the primitive people ture, featuring Dorothy Mackaill,
April 5—Easter Sunday.
No stumbling, groping, fumbling
•
News of the proposed price of 45 As we retrace our way.
-------I were required to focus their vision on Myrna Loy and Ian" Keith will be the
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begins.
Matinees Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
is cleared, the Light shines
Night Prices $1.00 to $2.50—Matinees 50c to $2.00
Mrs. Minnie Rogers entertained at ; near objects for a few moments at a feature picture at the Playhouse Sat cents for clams the coming season is The path
bright.
H. A. Daniels writes from Texas a bridge luncheon last evening at her time if the occasion demanded, but urday.
causing comment, as, at the old The night
Mail Orders now being filled in order of their receipt when accom
ls turned to day.
that his first answer to the sun prob home on Amesbury street, with two for the most part they looked on dis
Adrian P. Marchand has been con price of 60 cents, the men could We know our prayer was answered
panied by check or money order with self-addressed stamped enve
lent came from Charlotte S. Clark ot tables in play. Miss Hazel Marshall tant objects. Within the past few fined to his home by illness.
hardly make a living. With the pro By Him who dwells above.
lope. Address Associated Music Clubs, M. Steinert & Sons, 517 Con
wonder at His greatness,
Union.
Rev. E. H. Timberlake entertained a posed cut of 15 cents, they feel they And
won highest honors, the other guests generations, he continued, the eye
gress Street, Portland, Maine.
The greatness of Hts love.
cannot
earn
their
salt,
and
will
for

each being presented with heart- has been subjected to the tyranny of group of the younger children Tues
Same Cast of Players, Same Mammoth Production Just Recently
sake
the
vocation
of
clam-digging
That stumbling, groping, fumbling.
Engine No. 2 of the Limerock Rail shaped boxes of salted nuts. Upon print and sentenced to a treadmill day afternoon at his home.
Played At Thc Boston Opera House For Two Weeks To Enormous
for one that Will bring them at least Was just your major test:
road was derailed Tuesday afternoon entering the dining room it was form of action for which it was not
To prove that you must seek the Light
Business, and Just Completed a Two Weeks’ Engagement At The
near the old Fred Ulmer quarry at the found that the chandelier had been originally intended.
Stingo: “I saw a baby today that a living wage. The equipment of As Christ and all the rest.
Metropolitan Opera House, Philadelphia, To Ilceord Business.
In five minutes of modern reading, gained 10 pounds in two weeks on baskets, hoes, dory and boots means Perhaps you. still are groping.
Meadows.
transformed into a huge bell from
no small expense to them. Hogs Your way as black as night.
which red ribbon streamers ran to Dr. Silver said, the eye makes, ordi elephant’s milk."
Dear friend Just put your trust ln God
EXCURSION RATES ON RAILROADS
Bingo: "Whose baby was it?” . which at one time could be pur And let Him bring you Light.
James Grover hands us a freak each plate. The centerpiece was a narily, more than 1.000 separate
chased
for
45
cents
now
cost
more
Clarence
E.
Madden.
Jr.
movements
and
as
many
fixations,
Stingo:
“
The
elephant
’
s.
”
large
bouquet
of
red
carnations,
and
apple, two of 'em in fact firmly
united in the bonds of horticultural the other table appointments were in each with a remarkable degree of ac
keeping with the Valentine season. curacy.
matrimony.
He said that a number of genera
After luncheon the guests were re
tions of evolutionary developments
Miss Marian E. Starrett who has quested to pull their streamers, upon would be required to develop eyes
been confined to her home in Thom whith appeared tiny red hearts capable of performing unaided the
aston, due to illness, has resumed her bearing the initials M.G.R.-L.C.J., tremendous amount of work now be
thus announcing the engagement of
duties with Maine Music Co.
Miss Madlene Rogers to Lendon C. ing required of our eyes.
Traffic experts all over North
Jackson, Jr. Miss Rogers attended
Mrs. Belle Frost and Mrs. Blanche Rockland High School and Gorham America point to the importance of
Maxey .will be in charge of supper at Normal School, and is a successful good vision in the operation of a mo
BLANKET SPECIAL—ALL OVER PLAID, SINGLE BED SIZE, 55 CENTS
the meeting of Golden Rod Chapter, teacher at the Tyler School. Mr. Jack- tor vehicle. None of the special senses
O.E.S. tomorrow night at 6.
son also attended Rockland High play as vital a part in the driving
and is employed at the Security of a car as that of vision. Many of
Rev. Carl N. Garland, formerly pas Trust Co. A pleasing feature of the the accidents at railroad crossings
tor of Pratt Memorial Churoh, hqs evening were the vocal solos given by are the result of defective vision.
Stopping at a failread crossing is a
been asked to accept the pastorate of Mrs. Avaughn Ames of Camden.
Grace Church, Augusta, for a sixth
first essential to safety, but even that
year.
At Fireproof Garage, the Warm is valueless if the vision is so im
est Garage in Maine—Washing, paired that rapidly approaching
The Rubinstein Club meets tomor $1.00; Greasing $.75 and $1.00; stand danger cannot be seen.
The eye works on the principle of
row afternoon at 2.15 in the Congre ing in storage $.25; alcohol $.20 per
the ordinary camera, witli the retina,
gational vestry when a program on quart; changing oil at cost.—adv.
a delicate tissue in the inner portion
15tf
“Victor Herbert” will be presented,
of the back of the eyeball, acting as
with Mrs. Emily Stevens as chair
a photographic plate.
man.
TENANT’S HARBOR
The lens serves to bring the rays
------j
to a focus making a picture on the
Jams F. Carver was exhibiting yes
At Naomi Chapter's stated meet
Fine Gauge
terday a mammoth imitation of a ing last Friday evening, the marshal. retina.
If the eyes are defective, the result
silver dollar, issued as a souvenir in Mrs. Lizzie Imlach, and Esther, Mrs.
be a blurred, indistinct picture.
1896, when the late William Jennings Daisy Torrey, were installed by Past will
"To cut down the number of rap
Bryan was advocating the free coin Worthy Matron Mrs. Harriet Raw- idly
increasing motor accidents" con
age of silver.
ley, assisted by Mrs. , Harriet cluded Dr. Silver “a thorough optom
Wheeler as marshal. Plans were etric examination of the eyes of every
Mrs. Thomas Foley and Mrs. K. D. made to serve a town meeting dinner motor driver should be made.”
Saville are in charge of the public as usual. After the meeting refresh
card party to be given by the ladies ments were served by the committee.
of St. Peter's Episcopal church Mon Worthy Patron William Imlach and
200 dozen bought
day evening at the Copper Kettle Associate Patron John Reid.
....
at 7.30.
by Senter Stores
Naomi Chapter paid its last
Opportunity Class is now leading tribute to a beloved member, Mrs.
in the three-class attendance con Annie Kalloch by. attending the
Chemise
test, in the First Baptist Sunday funeral services Friday at, her late
Bloomers
School, leading the men’s class by residence at Wiley’s Corner. Mrs.
five points and the boys’ class by Kalloch was a loyal member of the
Panties
order, holding various offices in past
seven points.
Peanut Dainties
Vests
years,and was always ready to serve
Frank C. Erown, a native of Vinal the chapter at all times. She will
39c ib.
haven and former resident of Owl’s be sadly missed, both as a fraternal
Head, died last Saturday in the City sister and beloved friend. The sur
Extra Sizes at
Hospital, Worcester, aged 75 years. viving husband Charles Kalloch also
Peanut Clusters
the same price
The deceased was a dealer in antiques. served the Chapter as its worthy
The buriai was in Glen Valley ceme patron from 1923 to the present
39c
tery, Barre.
,j year, and though living some miles
35c
distant, both he and Mrs. Kalloch
Pink or Peach
The death of Rev. John Crowell, were always present at the meetings
which was announced in our Camden unless urgent circumstances neces
Peanut Brittle
column Tuesday, was learned with) sitated their absence. Many associ
ates
in
this
community
sympathize
much regret by Rockland friends.
29c Ib.
The deceased was a classmate of Rev. most profoundly with Mr. Kalloch
Ralph H. Hayden, who attended the in his great loss.
“A little leaf flutters down to us
The Store of Progress—
funeral services.
from the Word of God. It is green
SALTED Peanuts
The Courier-Gazette welcomes to ■and fresh. The dews of life are on it.
Steadily growing in volume of business, de
its Nature Crank Club a newcomer It tells of life, rest, and joy where
Jumbo
who style? herself “Sea Breeze” be it grew. We have but to rise out of
creasing
expenses, with stable profits based on
cause she resides at Vinalhaven. Al—j our weariness and faintness and
30c
lb.
efficient
operation.
hasten
a
little
way
to
find
a
glad
most everybody can tell an interesting
nature story and not stretch the resting pface, and a shelter in the
H. G. W.
truth. Join the club and swap ex bosom of God's love.”
Blanched
The Store of Individualityperiences.
BORN
Salted Peanuts
To make a substantial donation HILL—At Northampton. Mass... Feb. 12,
no leased departments, no stock market interest
to Mr. and Mrs. Warren E. Hill (Kath
possible for the Red Cross relief
leen Snow) a son.
—
concentrating on merchandise of character
fund, the BPW Club is giving a pub ROSE
39c
lb.
—At Camden Community Hospital.
lic bridge party tonight at the
Feb. 9. to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rose,
and
real personal service.
Thorndike grill, under the chairman
a son. Frank, Walter.
—Deer Isle. Feb. 5, to Mr. and
ship of Mrs. Aline Anderson and Mrs. EATON
Old Fashioned
Mrs. Elmer B. Eaton, a son, Albert
Maude Hallowell. Playing will begin
Dowe.
The Store of Economies—
at 8 o’clock.

TALK OF THE TOWN

PASSION PLAY

February Days Bring Rare Bargains
Underwear Sale

Coats

Non-Run

Dress or Sport

Rayon

Only a few

CHISHOLM’S

more

SPECIALS

Winter Coats
to sell

at about

Chocolates

MARRIED

The Eastern Radio Co. now offers MO)
ORRIS-BOYD—At Tenants. Harbor.
Peb. 1,... at the
27 different makes of standard radio
»L.
____Baptist
• parsonage,
.■ iior- by- —
- „ -Alfred
Rev. FW. Barton.
Morris of
sets. One will be delivered to you,
Tenant's Harbor and Miss Arlene Boyd
Tenant';
$2 down and a year to pay. Expert
of Port
repair service given on any make of
radio, electric or battery style. This
DIED
is a sales agency of the World Radio PADHAM—At Camden. Feb. 11. William
Padham.
aged
77
years. Burial at MadCorporation of Boston. Eastern Radio
Co.. 228 Main Street, Rockland.—adv. BROWN—At Worcester. Mass.. Feb 7.
Frank
Brown. formerly of Owl's
Head, aged 75 years.
William H. Hosmer of 77 Mechanic
street, Camden, wants to know what
IN MEMORIAL
became of the old steamer Penobscot
nine memory of George W. LudIn lov
and the City of Bangor. The best wig. Jr■.. who .passed away nine years
yeai ago
information this paper can get is that today Feb. 13. 1922
"We
who
loved
you.
sadly
miss
you.
the Penobscot is in Florida waters and
As lt dawns another year;
that the Bangor is at East Boston. Loved, remembered, longed for always
Thoughts of you are always dear. "
Maybe somebody can give further in
Mother. Brother and Sister.
formation.
At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re
lief Corps tonight Lincoln's Birthday
will be observed by contributions of
literary thoughts pertaining to The
Great Emancipator. An important
meeting of past presidents will be
held at .7 o’clock. Supper at 6 will
be under the direction of Mrs. Hattie
Higgins and Mrs. Bertha Higgins.

The annual Coast Guard ball will
be held Feb. 28 in Temple hall with
Kirk's music. Tickets are on sale at
Moor's drug store. W. A. Kennedy's,
Stewart's (Rankin Block), Moody's
wharf shop and from the Ipckapoo
crew. The dance committee includes
Earle B. Drinkwater, William H,
Killey, Harold E. Dennis, Albra H.
Dickenson and Mathew P. Folan.
the Rebekah Assembly of Maine was
guset of honor at a special meeting of
Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tuesday eve
ning. There was an unusually large
attendance of members, and the
meeting was marked by interest and
social pleasure. Supper was served
under the chairmanship of Mrs. Lina*
Carroll. Degrees were conferred upon
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Havener and
George Graves. Mrs. Crosby spoke
informally, and other entertainment
included musical selections by Miss
Doris Hyler and Mrs. Alta Dimick,
mandolin and piano.

29c Ib.

FRUITS

Colors: Black, Green, Brown

Beautiful Fur Sets, sizes I 4 to 44

“LISTEN-IN” SALE

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend our sincere thanks
and appreciation for the beautiful
flowers and the many favors shown us
during our recent bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Howes and family.
Unon, Me.

low rental, low overhead, 90 per cent cash buy
ing (would be 1 00 per cent if we could get cash
discounts on the remaining 10 per cent), con
sistently effecting lowest possible prices on mer
chandise of quality.

Sweet Florida

Oranges
25c doz.

of Art Embroidery

Over 400 Dresses to select from.

Make those enjoyable radio hours produce beauty as well as
pleasure by keeping a bit of art embroidery handy to work
on while you listen in. We have scores of suggestions at
new low prices.

Junior Dresses, sizes 13, 13, 17

Dainty little aprons stamped with very attractive designs—
not at all hard to do. Good size. Unbleached.

VALENTINE
OF

Western Apples

TO YOUR

Table Size

42 inch, hand threadi
drawn, fast colored hems’

VERY FIRST
SWEETHEART

5c

Linen Scarfs

Grapefruit

These match a hem
stitched pillow slip, each

YOtJR

4 for 25c

MOTHER
The

Little Flower Shop
“QTI CRV’S"

3?1 MAIN ST.

Luncheon Sets/ 1.25

Pillow Slips J

FLOWERS

ROCKLAND

I

Half sizes 14 hl to 52J/2-

3 for 50c

Stamped Aprons
SEND A

NEW DRESSES NOW IN STOCK

CHISHOLM’S

98c

98c

Size 44
at 1.89

1.89

A New Treatment Line for You
“Barbara Gould,” probably the country's most outstanding
line at the price

There are five large beauty lines at this price, all available.
We choose “Barbara Gould” because the best stores in New
England are carrying it.

$1.00

Luncheon Sets

34 inch,

.98

50 inch,

1.89

50x72. dinner size,

2.79

Opposite Waiting Room
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ft-

:■

semi-formal

Print Dress at $4.95

Cross Stitch Pattern

Bed Spreads
Double bed size, Krinkle
unbleached

Peasant weave pattern.One cloth 34"; four!
napkins.
1

“Sunday Afternoon’s

Barbara Gould’s four creams
for the four ages of beauty

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

In your teens
In your twenties
In your thirties

351

Every-Other-Day
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VINALHAVEN
Friday the thirteenth, is the date
POWER COMPANY SURVEY
of the costume dance to be given at
Town hall by a committee from the
SHOWS
Village Improvement Society. Music
by the Fakers. Refreshments on sale
UPWARD BUSINESS TREND
and lots of fun with the costumes.
Representative and Mrs.
W.
Adelbert Smith went Monday to
Augusta, where they attended the
Consumption of electricity, generally an unusually good barometer of
Governor's ball.
business ronditions indicates, in a report just issued by Central Maine
Elder Archie Beggs has been in
Rockland this week at the L. D. S.
Power Company, a decided upward trend or turning point toward In
Church.
creased business. Compiled from data furnished by this company's ter
Regular meeting of Moses Webster
ritorial managers, it serves as an analysis of general business conditions
Lodge was held Tuesday night.
which forecasts with considerable accuracy what may be expected In the
Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S. ,
will hold regular meeting Monday
next few months.
night.
The bright spot of the central part of the State Is the eastern section,
There is to be an exhibition of
the ronditions at Camden being very satisfactory with the mills holding
patchwork and applique quilts at H
their own. The cement plant at Rockland is operating at full capacity
W Fifield's store Thursday, Friday
and Saturday of this week.
and looking forward to a good season: granite quarries are ahead of the
At the afternoon bridge at G. A
corresponding period last year; a slight drop-off In lime is anticipated
R. rooms last Friday honors went to
for the next few months; on the whole, conditions are much better than
Mrs. Della Simmons and Mrs. Hes
was anticipated a short time ago.
ter Ames.
Girl and Boy Scouts met at Scout
Belfast is benefiting by considerable construction work through the
ball Monday night for basketball.
winter months, namely the Waldo Bridge, a fertilizer plant at Sandy
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gregory and
Point, and stone sheds at Frankfort quarry. Conditions are better than
elaughter Lillian are visiting rela
at any similar lime for a number of years, it is stated by residents of this
tives and friends in North Haven.
Union Church will hold its usual
community.
circle supper tonight at the vestry.
Conditions in the central part of this company's territory are also very
Mr. and Mrs. Hanson Brown were
satisfactory. The Cushnoc Paper Company at Augusta continuing to op
guests the past week of his sister
erate at full capacity, as in 1930; textiles and shoes are on the upgrade
Mrs. James Gregory at Arey's Har
bor.
after a temporary shut-down for inventory purposes.
D. D. G. M. Clark of Rockland
in Bath, business is good even though two industries are down. One
will inspect Moses Webster Lodge.
manufacturer, already with many month's work ahead of him, reporting
Feb. 24
a new contract (or seven government patrol boats which insures con
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will
hold installation of officers Feb IP.
stant work for over a year.
with Past High Priest E. H. BradBrunswick reports ronditions good, with Industries operating at 10%
sireet installing, assisted by Past
capacity; the smaller towns in this southern section show no decided
High Priest O. C. Lane as grand
change.
’marshal Tt is nubile to chapter mem
Waterville is on the mend, one factory expecting to increase pro
bers and families and invitations are
extended to all Masons in town and
duction shortly, while the woolen mills are to go on a full time basis
their ladies.
Rev. P. J. Clifford gave a very fine I instead of a four-day week.
In the northern territory, Skowhegan is the most optimistic, business
sermon Sunday morning on “I
being fair in general, with mill executives looking forward to the unfold
Believe." There was special music
bv the choir and a vocal duet bv
ing of the late winter and early spring months. Spinning mills are oper
O. C. Lane and L. ' A. Coombs.
ating in two shifts with 80% capacity; shoes are showing a temporary
At the evening meeting a trio was
rung by Mrs. P. J. Clifford and I decline. There is talk of a new shoe company opening up; it being under
stood that material and equipment having already been ordered.
Messrs. Lane and Coombs
Mr*. Angus Hennigar 1 returned 1
In Pittsfield and Dover-Foxcroft, there is probably the leaat change,
Saturday to Rockland.
one mill running full time with a full crew, while In most every other case
L. A. Coombs is chairman of the
supper to be served by the men in , they are operating at 50% capacity.
There is a noticeable improvement in the City of Lewiston, shoes
the church vestry. Feb. 19
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Glidden attend
are on the gain; textiles showing a 30% increase, the Bleachery a 25%
ed the Auto Show in Portland and
increase; building materials fell off to about half production and the
are now guests of relatives in Bos
smaller industries continue close to minimum.
ton.
Anticipation of increased business is indicated in the installing of new
Mrs. Lora Hardison was hostess to
the Washington Club Saturdav.
equipment at ihe monumental works. This note of encouragement also
Mrs. Carroll Gregory entertained
being shown by one shoe concern which is installing new equipment
at bridge Friday evening, the guest
preparatory to manufacturing a new line of men’s shoes.
of honor being Mrs. Andrew Bennett
Other towns in the western section are holding their own, Norway en
of Green's Island who also took first
prize.
joying a temporary rush in dowel making necessitating overtime work
While in Boston recently the
for a few weeks; woodworking plants are still busy with a number of
Vinalhaven correspondent enjoyed a
good orders on hand.
rehearsal of the New England Con
servatory orchestra of 65 pieces in
Jordan Hall, under the direction of Lin(ji,grgi1-S birthday anniversary ocEAST UNION
Wallace Goodrich. •The
from
„ first
. of
. ..
- | curred on the same date as Mrs. i
_____
bonist is Vinal Smith formerly
this

S ’’his* Ttoncel “mIsT C^elia
?^kaHlisS a'vSistTn^d

Grange ^ttS Ux Porno™ at

Harold and V' Lucy ,J°ycrie
North

g;lore. Taking their sleds along they
coagted downgaU the hiUs
, Theodore Beverage entertained his
and nephew at jackstraws Sat
evening.
Bernard Mills Is cutting firewood
on his father's farm.
Edward Beverage, freshman at
, North Haven High school recently
captured the 100 mark in algebra.
Look out or he will be carrying off all
NORTH HAVEN
the honors.
The Pulpit Harbor grammar school
M. L. Dyer has a large pile of fire
plans its valentine box as usual.
wood fitted.
Harold and V. Lucy Joyce spent Names are drawn whereby each child
Thursday evening last week with is assured of at least one.
Herbert Parsons is still at his old
Grace and Junior Beverage. They
had a fine time milking, feeding cows job of peddling milk. Rain or shine
and doing all the other things that he is always there.
go with a farm. They also enjoyed
Scalded poultry deterioriates more
the ice cream that was served.
Charlie Crouch is keeping bach- quickly than dry-picked poultry and
•elor's hall at William Lobley's while should be handled more carefully
the latter is in Rockland on jury and quickly when marketed. Frozen
poultry may be thawed in running
duty.
Mrs. Julia Bree and Mrs. M. L. water in from 8 to 12 hours, but this
Dyer celebrated their birthday anni- method tends to injure keeping qual
vesaries this week, with Miss Ma- ity and flavor. A better way to thaw
b.’lle Waterman as guest. They had poultry—both dry picked and scalded
roast duck with all the fixings and a —is to hang the birds by the legs in
nice birthday cake. By the way Col.1 the cooler over night.
concert meister of the second YiolinsMiss Payeskaa summer visitorrto
Vinalhaven. The program inemded
the following numbers. April Night
in a Chinese Garden, by S. G. H. ,
Second Concerto for Piano by Mozart, pianist Edna Mitkin; Byphonic
Variation by Cesar Franck, pianist
H. Clay; Siegmund Monologue fiom
Die Walkeure.

THE

ii

LITTLE GENERAL
WITH EO/VE SELECTOR

Mrs. Lottie Wellman and daugh
ter Helen of Hope were dinner guests |
Friday
of Millie Jones and Lilia MorMr. and Mrs. Roland Payson re
cently made a trip to Portland.
The Whist Club met Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Willard Wellman.
U. S. Wincapaw ls building an
annex to his kitchen which will add
much both to its convenience and
appearance.
W. E. Dornan & Son have re
sumed work in the4r mill after hav
ing closed it for several weeks while
working in their quarry In Lincoln
ville.
Merle Hilt and Mary Hilt pleasant
ly entertained at cards Saturday
night.
Gretchen Payson was the guest of
Helen Gordon Tuesday.
Clinton Bowley and family of
Rockland were Sunday visitors at the
nome of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payi so
1

•74.60

complete uif/i Radiotrona
The Hepplewhite, $136; The Sheraton, $132;
The I.ate Italian, $172; The Queen Anne, radiophonograph. $198; The Georgian, radio-phono
graph, $270; 7 he Pioneer, with self-contained
power unit, $136. All prices include Radiotrona.

Words cannot do justice to the outstanding performance

and quality of this six-tube, quadruple screen-grid radio
with electro-dynamic speaker, Tone Selector and dual

volume control. Price, complete with Radiotrons, $74.60.
Also six console models of authentic period design.

Product of General Motors Radio Corporation

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

21 Limerock Street

Rockland, Me.

FLU
Be careful of close contact with others and
beware of all coughers and sneezers;
breathe through the nose, get fresh air, but
avoid drafts or chilling.

Get lots of rest. Eat plenty of citrus fruits.
Keep the bowels open. Take extra precau
tion to keep in good physical condition, so
your system will have high resistance
against germs.
Above all, avoid catching colds. They
lower your resistance to the flu germ.
Ward them off. At the first sign of any
cold, take Bayer Aspirin and remain in
doors if possible until your cold is gone.
If you have a sore throat, dissolve some
Bayer Aspirin tablets in water and gargle;
this will reiieve the soreness and reduce
the inflammation.
If you have any reason to suspect even a
touch of flu, call your doctor at once.

SOUTH WARREN

APPLETON RIDGE
The Willing Workers met Tues- I
day In their room at the parsonage
with 11 present
The choir rehearsal and sing met |
at L. N. Moody's Wednesday evening
with good attendance. Thursday
evening the prayer and praise serv
ice was held with Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Wentworth. 25 being present.
Miss Eulalia M. Fish, student nurse
at Knox Hospital, spent Friday aft
ernoon at her home here.
Colds and distemper are quite
prevalent hereabouts. Ruth Moody,
student at Rockland Commercial i
College has been at home for 10
days nursing a bad cold and Mrs. !
Elizabeth Newbert has been ill the
past week.
Dr. H. H. Plumer of Union Was '
calling professionally Wednesday at J
W M. Newbert's and A G. Pitman’s. I
The High School presented their
senior plav. “Cranberry Corners,"
Fridav evening at Liberty.
Hollis Nelson of Rockland and Dan ;
Patt of Union were overnight guests 1
Friday of Rev. L. E. Watson.

More liberal use of seed potatoes
would Increase the average produc
tion per acre, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture believes. From 15 to 18
or more bushels ot seed potatoes
should be planted to the acre, in
stead of 9 to 11, as is the usual
practice in some sections.

SOUTH BELFAST

The B. H. Club met with Mrs. Ra
Mrs. Herbert Elwell and children
chel Overlock last Tuesday evening have returned from Rockland where
Mrs. Georgia Burns of Friendship they have been visiting relatives.
was a supper guest Friday at Mrs
Joel Prescott was in Bucksport
Rose Marshall's.
Tuesday.
The Grange Circle met in the hall
Harold Herrick and Clarence
Thursday and organized for the com Drinkwater are sawing wood for Nel
ing year with these officers: Presi son Wight.
dent, Anne Bucklin; vice president.
Ray Clark observed his eleventh
Nettie Copeland; secretary and birthday at his home Thursday.
treasurer, Alice Copeland. The sup
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater
per at 6 o'clock was also attended by and Ray Wight attended the Ameri
several of the brothers. Tub next can Legion play. "The College Flap
meeting will be Feb. 19.
per." Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland, Mrs
Maurice Sellers visited Mr. and
Laura Copeland and Mrs. Rose Mar Mrs. Ray Wight Sunday.
shall attended Pomona Saturday ir.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick gave a
South Hope. Good weather and good party Tuesday evening for the benefit
traveling made for large attendance of Grand View Grange. There were
and the warm welcome on arrival 23 present. Cards and music were
added to the enjoyment of the d. v. cdjc; ’ ?.:• ' ;;
been f.-.pper
The fifth degree was conferred on served at 10.30.
,
three candidates. Pomona was fort
Ralph Wade and Charles Wyman
unate in having Senator Dwinal of are chopping wood for Ernest RumCamden as speaker, also Hon Oba nev.
diah Gardner, Rep. Hobbs. Ex-Rep.
Grand View Grange Thursday
Norwood and others followed in a night conferred the first and second
very spirited discussion.,
. degrees on one candidate. Next
Ansel Ome of Cushing was a sup i Thursday there will be a public valper guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. P Orne. ’ entine box social.
Thursday.
Alice Prescott has been confined to
Mr. Gross who has been in the em,- her home with a severe cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Hills were home
ploy of Mrs. Rose Cutting has re
turned to his home in Massachusetts. ■ from Augusta over the weekend.
Elwin Seekins of Thomaston has »mMr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick, son
ployment there.
Harold and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
If you chance to be passing the Drinkwater attended Pomona Tueshome of Lester French and see from 1 day at Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo.
50 to 75 cars parked in that vicinity, At the afternoon session in the ab
don’t be alarmed; it is only the sence of the assistant and lady as
smelters.
sistant steward their places were
filled by Mr. and Mrs. Drinkw'ater.

The ice-cutting at Rocky Pond
this year was in charge of John
Whalen. Local trucks and teams
delivered it to the ice-houses in this
vicinity with Stewart Orbeton super
intending that part of the work.
A group of women met at the home
of Mrs. Geneva Collamore Thursday
afternoon to learn to do reed work.
Mrs. C. W. Steward of Rockport was
the instructor.
•’Samuel Rankin who has been in
Rockland while repairs were being
made on his house following the reI cent fire, has returned home.
The Misston Circle will meet with
j Mrs. Bert Andrews Thursday after
noon for a tacking.
! Mrs. Gladys Keller entertains the
Tuesday Sewing Club this week. Last
week's meeting was with Mrs. Mar' garet Andrews.
Mrs. George Greenrose has been
1 at Knox Hospital for treatment the
past week.
Mrs. Charles Maxey of Glencove
visited her daughter Mrs. Henry
Keller last week.

Mrs. Cora Thomas and son Rob
ert have closed their house and are
in Camden with her daughter Mrs.
Kenneth Heal.
Schools in town closed Feb. 6. ex
cepting the Grammar and High
Schools at the village.
Miss Grace Higgins was at Mrs.
Emma Gray’s in Montville for two
days recently.
Drummond Hemingway who works
in Belfast spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hemingway.
Friends of Mrs. Harriet Sweetland,
formerly of this place, were sad
dened to hear of her illness and
death which occurred Sunday morn
ing at the home of her daughter Mrs.
Chester Gray in Montville.
Miss Margaret Richards is stay
ing with Mrs. Willis Marriner for an
indefinite time attending High
School.
Mrs. Winnie Philbrook and son of
Benton who have been visiting her
mother Mrs. Cora Thomas the past
week returned to their home Sun
day.

Mazaroff
Mystery

J Avoid so far as possible the places where
flu germs are most likely to be spread;
over-crowded cars and public meeting
places; overheated, stuffy rooms.

WEST ROCKPORT

SEARSMONT

cv

How to Escape

ROUND POND
Mrs. Mary E. Thompson is enjoy
ing a pleasant winter in Brooklyn.
N. Y. She reports the departure
last week of Mrs. Deborah Morton of
Westbrook, native of this place, for a
Mediterranean cruise. Mrs. Morton
has been abroad before and on sev
eral occasions has served in the ca
pacity of interpreter for tourists.
Vesper Rebekah Lodge is conduct
ing a series of whist parties at Odd
Fellows hall each Friday evening.
The three already held were well at
tended with eight tables in plav.
Kermit Fossett is a valued helper to
the sisters supervising the affairs.
Luncheon is served at intermission.
Mrs. Vernon Carter has returned
home from Memorial Hospital and
is improving slowly.
Mr. and Mrs. William Prentice
have returned from a week's visit in
Portland.
Edmond Yates has a new Clarion
Jr. radio
Ralph Gorham is at the Memorial
Hospital. Damariscotta, receiving
treatment.

A RADIO EXPER

LOVED LOBSTERS
BUT SUFFERED
IF HE ATE THEM

“I like lobsters better than most any
food, but I used lo suffer when 1 ate
them,” says Edward J. Owens, wellknown salesman of 86 Falmouth St.,
Boston, Mass.
“I would have sick headaches;
would belch, leaving a sour taste in
my mouth; suffered a lot with gas on
my stomach.
“I tried many things before my
druggist persuaded me to take some
Pape’s Diapepsin.
‘‘It took me right out of my
trouble. I have a better appetite, cat
lobsters, pork or anything I want and
have no after-effects. I believe in
Pape’s Diapepsin and recommend it
to everyone I know.”
IPyou suffer from indigestion, often
I or just occasionally, get a package of
: these candy-like tablets from your
! druggist. They slop heartburn, gas
! on stomach, belching, nausea, head
aches or any other symptom of
indigestion soon as the trouble starts.
Thev are harmless; form no habit;
i can be taken as often as needed.
If you wish to try them before buy
ing, write “Pape’s Diapepsin,”
| Wheeling, W. Va., for a FREE
sample box.

at ycur

DlAPEPSlN
R. W. TYLER
509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland

I Quick Relief for Stomach lllsj

SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER L—Mervyn Holt, bache
lor World war veteran, la engaged,

in London, by a man calling hlmaelf Salim Mazaroff, aa a traveling
companion. After a ahort tour the
two put up at the Woodcock inn. on
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ally, Mra. Elphinstone and Mies
Merchison, and later, Maxarofl in
forms Holt that they are hie wife
and daughter, who have long be
lieved him dead. Mazaroff’s right
nanaa, he telle Holt, le Merchieon.
He nad left hie wife ehortly after
their marriage, before the birth of
the girl, of whose existence he had
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
falls to return to the hotel, and
there ls no explanation of hie dis
appearance.

CHAPTER II—Holt meets Mias
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
gose to her cousin’s (Verner Courthope) shooting box, hoping to learn
of Mazaroff's whereabouts. At Courthope's is a man named Armintrade
and a London doctor, Eccleshare.
They know nothing of Mazaroff. Po
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
paper man. Bownas, question Holt.
Masaroff’s body ls ls found in “Reiv
er's dsn." Ht has been shot. The
dead man’s lawyer, Crole, with May
thorne, private Inquiry agent, ar
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
ent’s disappearance. He tells Holt
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
large sum, and was In the habit of
making a display of them incau
tiously. Neither the, diamonds, nor
anything ot value/ are found on
Mazarofre body.'
CHAPTER III.—Mrs. Elphinstone
scoffs at the idea that "ilazaroff"
ls Merchison. and produces apparent
proofs of hls death.
Maythorne
finds something at the scene of the
murder, and pockets It.
A gun
found near the spot ie identified as
the property of Musgrave, landlord
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
stolen from him,
*
CHAPTER IV—Evidence at rbe
Inquest proves “Mazaroff'' was Mer
chison. Hie will, made a few daya
before hls death, leaves all his
money, an Immense amount, to Holt.
Mazaroff had the will in his posses
sion, and it ls missing. A shiftless
character named Parslave is found
to have left Marrasdale moor hur
riedly. From Mazaroff's papers It
Is learned that Herman Kloop. then
In London, has been a close friend
of Mazaroffa in South Africa.
CHAPTER V.—Kloop tells Crole
“Mazaroff" had two remarkable dia
monds in his possession.
It is
learned that he had offered to sell
these to Lord and Lady Loeke. Lord
Loeke says “Mazaroff” had one of
these stones and Armintrade the
other. Maythorne brings hls clerk,
Cottingley. into the affair as an in
vestigator. Sheila comes, alone, to
Holt's rooms, in London.
May
thorne ls there.

CHAPTER VI.—The girl has
Merchison's missing will, which she
has "stolen" from her mother. Her
explanation seems to link Mrs. El
phinstone with the murder. May
thorne produces a brooch, the ob
ject he had found at the scene of
the murder. Sheila does not recognlie it.
CHAPTER VII—Parslave ls seen
on the street and followed to Eccleshare's house. A watch Is kept
on the place. Mr. and Mrs. Elphin
stone come to London. The latter
refuses to make any explanation as
to her possession of Mazaroff's will.
Armintrade explains he bought two
rare diamonds from “Mazaroff," at
Marrasdale moor, and gives the pur
chase price to Holt, aa "Mazaroff a"
heir.
CHAPTER VIII—Sergeant Man
ners and a Scotland Yard man, Cork
erdale, visit Maythorne.
Manners
tells him Parslave was seen tlie
night of the murder, with Eccle
share, near where Mer'chison’s body
was found. Eccleshare’s exploit.:*
tlona completely exonerate himself
and Parslave. Both men, however,
declare they eaw Mrs. Elphinsiooe
at the scene of the murder, that
night.

which I afterwards discovered to he
the will. Her explanation is that
on coming in that night she found
one of the french windows tn the
library open, and on the carpeL just
within, an envelope containing the
will! She had just picked this up
and was examining It when I saw
her.”
“To be sure—to be sure!” mut
tered Mr. Elphinstone. ‘‘Perfectly
clear!—perfectly!”
“Proceed, If you please,” said
Maythorne, quietly.
“Well,” continued Sheila. “I then
began to talk to my mother about
various possibilities as to how the
will had come there. I pointed out
that the possession of it, and her
refusal to account for It and to
reply to questions (all of which is
due to her natural pride nnd obsti
nacy and dislike of being coerced
by anyone) would make people—
like you, for instance—suspicious
about her. She cared very little
about it, but we began to discuss
the question of the identity of tlie
murderer. For it seemed to me
lhat whoever had stolen the will
liad previously murdered its maker!
And eventually, and I think, acci
dentally, I told her about that cairn
gorm brooch which you showed me
the other night”
“Ah !” exclaimed Maythorne, with
a sudden betrayal of his keen in
terest "You did? Good—good I
And—”
“She immediately became excited.
She Jumped to the conclusion that
you had picked it up at the scene
of the murder—”
“I did 1” remarked Maythorne.
“So she suspected—and said that
that of course was why you were
taking care of It. Then she told
me that—from my description—the
brooch was one of two which Mr.
Elphinstone had bought, years ago.
In Scotland, and given to her. She
had never worn either, as they
were cumbrous and heavy; she still
had one, but she had given the
other away, some time before.”
“Aye, and to whom?” asked May
thorne, eagerly.
“To Alison Murdoch!” replied
Sheila, giving ns all a swift, en
veloping glance. “And of course,
as soon as I heard that, I saw
through the whole sordid business.
Alison Murdoch was the guilty per
son ! She had murdered and robbed
Mazaroff; she had dropped that
brooch at Reiver's den: she had
thrown the will into the library at
the tower—the one fatal mistake
she made for her own chances—
and ... I told ray mother my
conclusions. And then I fetched
Alison Murdoch In, and accused
her pointblank!”
There was a murmur that seemed
to denote a mixture of interest and
of admiration from the two po
licemen; Corkerdale, who sat twid
dling hls thumbs and watching
Sbefla Intently, smiled ‘broadly.
“You plumped her with It, miss?
—straight out!” he exclaimed.
"Yes—year
“Straight out!—there and then,”
assented Sheila. “But let me tell

CHAPTER XI. CONTINUED
“So, eventually, 1 said to Miss Apperley that I was going to Short's,
to have It out with my mother, If
I could. I came here—I saw my
mother In tliat bedroom.”
“Alone?” asked Maythorne.
“Alone! We had a sort of row
at first—she was naturally furious
with me; first, for taking the will
out of her possession; second, for
running away to London with it
and giving It to Mr. Holt. But In
the end she calmed down, and
eventually, when we had restored
amicable relations between our
selves, she told me that I need not
have been so hasty, for it was her
full intention to send the will,
either to Mr. Postlethwaite, who
had prepared it, or to Mr. Crole, the
very next day, with an account
of how it had come Into her pos
session.”
"How had the will come Into
Mrs. Elphinstone's possession?”
asked Maythorne.
“In this way,” replied Sheila. “I
told you and Mr, Holt that my
mother was out late in the eve
ning for two evenings in succession,
and that on the second evening I
stole downstairs on hearing her
come tn, and, unperceived by her,
saw her examining a document

RAINIER LIME RICKEY

A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev

erage—a perfect miser
Listen in every Friday evening at
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Distributed by

Rockland Produce Co.
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
Miniature Golf Course
146-29
REGULAR SAILINGS FOR

BOSTON
Steamer CORNISH, freight only,
leaves Rockland for Boston Wednes
days and Saturdays, at about 5.45
P M.; leaves Rockland for Bangor
and intermediate landings, Tuesdays,
and Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings,
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.
for Brooklin and intermediate land' ings. on Mondays and Thursdays at
I 7.30 A. M.

EASTERN
steamship lines
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 530
A M . Stonington 8.25. North Haven 7.25.
Vlnalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 130 P. M..
Vlnalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30, Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan'a
Island about 8.00 P. M.

B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
143-tt

CHAPTER IX.—Mr. Elphinstone
makes the announcement that his
wife, Sheila, and Alison Murdoch,
Mrs. Elphinstone's maid, have dis
appeared from their hotel. Short’s.
Elphinstone Identifies <he brooch
Maythorne had found at the scene
of Merchison's death, aa his wife’s.
He had bought two precisely alike,
years before, and given them to
Mre. Elphinst?>»e. Maythorne. be
lieving Mrs. Elphinstone murdered
Merchison, puts hie clerk, Cotting
ley, on her track, and. with Crole
and Holt, goes to Short's hotel seek
ing information. They learn a man
whom nobody can Identify In con
nection with the case had been seen
to follow the three women when
they left the hotel.

CHAPTER X.—Nothing Is learned
of the women for two days. News
papers announce the finding of a
murdered man under circumstances
which convince Maythorne the vic
tim is the man who had followed
Mrs. Elphinstone and her compan
ions. Holt and Manners recognize
the body as that of the newspaper
man, Bownas. who had been at
Marrasdale. Word comes that Mre.
Elphinstone and Sheila have re
turned to the hotel, and Holt, Im
mensely relieved, goes at once to
get an explanation of their disap
pearance.

Zlocn, though hot fatally. All
that’s well . known—Mr. Elphin
stone knows all about it—”
"Countryside gossip to this day,"
agreed Mr. Elphinstone. "There are
men and women there In Marras
dale who remember It—”
"Well,” continued Sheila, "It
struck me that Alison Murdoch,
who is a silent, grim, reserved, de
termined woman, probably not only
remembered it, but was the very
sort of person, who, If she got the
chance of revenge, would take It
without hesitation. I figured It all
out this way. Alison Murdoch,
when Mazaroff, who, of course, was
really Andrew Merchison, came to
the Woodcock, was helping there:
helping with the cooking and so
on. She saw him, and recognized
him. She no doubt got acquainted
with, his habits and knew that he
strolled out on the moors, after
dark. Now, she didn't live at the
Woodcock—she lived at a cottage
of her own, on the way to BI in
side. I came to the conclusion
that having made up her mind to
revenge the old feud on Andrew
Merchison, she watched for her
opportunity. On the night of the
murder she saw him go ont and
take the path towards Reiver’s den.
She abstracted Murgrave’s gun
from the parlor and followed him
—nnd shot him. And—"
“A moment!" Interrupted Maythtfrne. He glanced at the two po
licemen.
“Corkerdale and Man
ners will understand the meaning
of a question I want to put to
you,” he continued. “It's this—•
does this woman, Alison Murdoch,
at all resemble your mother, Mrs.
Elphinstone?"
“Very closely!” answered Shelia.
•‘They’re of the same height and
build, anyway—very similar In fig
ure and not at all unlike in general
appearance."
“One could easily be mistaken
for the other in the dark, eh?"
asked Maythorne.
“I should say, very easily,” as
serted Sheila. “In fact, I have so
mistaken them myself.”
Maythorne turned to the police
men.
"That accounts for what Eccle
share and Parslave saw—or be
lieved they saw," he remarked la
an undertone. “Eh?”
"Seems so—to me,” answered
Manners. "Yes—I should say tt
did/
(To Be Continued)

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your

LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market
Price

Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry raiser
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DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
“Straight Out!—There and Then,”
Assented Sheila.

you why—In addition to what I’ve
already told. During the last few
minutes of my talk with my moth
er I’d been thinking harder and
quicker than I'd ever thought In
m.v life. Now, I remembered some
thing about Alison Murdoch and .
her family. Although my mother
rarely mentioned such matters to
me, I knew more about Marras
dale and my father's connection
with It than she had any idea of—
I had picked up a lot of knowledge
and gossip from the old people
round about us. And I knew that
my father, Andrew Merchison, was
well known In those parts before*
hls marriage, and that his people
had been folk of some consequence
there. I knew, too, that Alison
Murdoch's family had been there
a long time, too. and that between
It and my father's people there
was a deadly enmity, arising out
of—”
"Land!” Interrupted Mr. Elphin
stone. “Land! The Merchison lot
did the Murdochs out of a bit of
land—some years ago. Piece of
oppression Hnd chicanery—but it
was done. Unforgivable, of course
—in tlie minds of these Border peo
ple. Feud! Land feud! Such
things are remembered for ever.”
“They rankle.” said Sheila.
"There was blood shed over It at
tlie time—a Merchison shot a Mur-

35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

Why auffsr terturaa from Rhaumatiim, Sciatica, Nauritia, Muaoular Lameness, Spraina and Bruisaa
whan

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
A ecientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should ba
in ovary horns. Sold only at

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sant Pott Paid on receipt of price
78 eanta

FUNERMSEMia
► EMBALM INO-4
MOTOR AMBULANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Every-Other-Day

ROCKPORT
Owing to the operetta the regular
meeting of the Fred A. Norwood.
W.R.C. will be omitted Friday night.
Mrs. Ella Eaton is convalescing fol
lowing several days’ illness from
grippe. She is being cared for by Mrs.
Mabelle Crone.
The Knox County Ministerial As
sociation meets Monday at the Rock
port Methodist Church.
Mrs. F. F. Fowle was tendered a
surprise party last Monday evening
by members of her Sunday School
class, and It was indeed a surprise.
She went out for the evening and
returned to find the house and table
prettily decorated and several guests
awaiting her arrival. The gathering
was in honor of her birthday anni
versary and she was the recipient of
many beautiful' gifts from individ
uals and also one from the class. It
goes without saying that the evening
was much enjoyed.
John Davis who has been ill the
past two weeks is now able to be out.
The Sunshine Class of the Metho
dist Church was entertained Monday
evening at the home of their teacher
Mrs. Nellie Ballard.
Friday and Saturday nights at the
Town hall will be presented the op
eretta "The Toymaker” by pupils of
the R.GS. No one can afford to miss
this production as it is expected to
surpass all former affairs undertaken
by this school.

» *»»

Highly Interesting Event
Much interest and enthusiasm was
shown at the get-together meeting of
members of the Sunday School Mon
day evening at the Baptist Church
vestry. At 6.30 a baked bean supper
was served, the classes being seated
at separate tables, decorated to rep
resent the months of the year. Much
thought and time had been put into
the decorations with the result that
a very attractive picture was pre
sented.
The table occupied by members of
Mrs. Edith Overlock's class repre
sented the months of January and
February, the decorations being red
and white with red valentines much
in evidence; Hazel Cain's class was
seated at a table representing March
with decorations of shamrocks and
St. Patrick favors; Rev. George F.
Currier's, April, in yellow and white,
with a centerpiece of roses; Geral
dine Page’s, May, pink and white
with the maypole as a centerpiece;
Mrs. George F. Currier's, June, the
month of weddings pink and white,
with an arch at the center of the
table from which suspended two
wedding bells with an elaborate wed
ding cake beneath, and on each end
of the table a beautiful bouquet of
hot house roses, rose basket favors
at each plate, and the place cards
and tumbler holders of rose design; it
was very effective and to this table
the first prize was awarded; Mil
dred Rhodes', July and August, red.
white and blue decorations carried
throughout in a very attractive man
ner, the centerpiece a cake bearing
flags, and tricolored baskets filled
with red candies as favors; Arthur
K. Walker's, September and October.
Halloween decorations, witches and
everything, was unique and striking,
the handiwork of Mrs. Addie Russ
and was given the second prize; Wil
liam Whitney's, November, with the
Thanksgiving idea carried out very
successfully, Mrs. Eva Moon having
charge of the decorating; Mary
Brann's, December, red and green
beautifully expressed the Christmas
idea.
As the superintendent. Miss Helen
Dunbar entered tlie vestry all gath
ered about the tables and burst into
song, the words of which were ap
propriate to her. She feelingly
thanked them. After the disposition
of the dainty viands a lengthy pro
gram was given, numbers being con
tributed by each class and all did so
well that it was difficult for the
judges to render a decision, but after
deliberation the first prize was
awarded to William Whitney's class,
they putting on a wartime act which
was very impressive, and the second
prize to Mildred Rhodes' class
which with reading and songs car
ried out the spirit of patriotism.
It was one of the most successful,
affairs ever held by this organiza
tion and much credit is due Miss
Dunbar, Mrs. Eva Moon who served
as chairman of the suppei commit
tee and their corps of efficient help-

sisted by Erlene Davis marshal. Ina
Wooster, chaplain and Gwendolyn
Buzzell, organist. Program numbers
by Earle Achorn, vocalist and Beulah
Rokes Ames of Rockland in musical
readings were greatly enjoyed.
At the close of the ceremony Past
Patron Burton Stevenson with fitting
remarks and words of commendation
for the success of the past year pre
sented Mrs. Burns with a past ma
tron’s jewel. She also received from
her officers a wrist watch to which
presentation she graciously respond
ed. To Mrs. Davis was given a very
pretty dish in appreciation of her
services for the evening. The retiring
worthy patron, Charles King, was
unable to be present and the past
patron’s jewel will be presented to
him at a later meeting. Adjourn
ment was made to the banquet hall
where refreshments of punch and
cake were served and a social hour
enjoyed. Fish's Orchestra of Camden
furnished music for the evening.

Safely and Quickly

STARTING FRIDAY MORNING

A SALE OF
300 Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits

NORTH HOPE
A. I. Perry has received word of j
the death of his cousin Mrs. Harriet 1
(Perry) Sweetland which occurred
Sunday morning at the home of her
daughter Mrs. Emma Grey in Mont-1
ville. Mrs. Sweetland was the eldest
and last of a family of eight children j
three of whom died within the past
year.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry were din
ner guests Friday of her sister Mrs.
J. C. Johnson; also of their daughter
Mrs. R. L. Coose in Searsmont Sun
day. Going via horse and sleigh,
they found the roads for such travel
not what they “useter be.” From
Ripley Corner to Searsmont Village
deep ruts resulting from auto travel
and not having been ploughed out
are now quite a problem for either
team or automobile. After traveling
over a good wide road made so by
the modern methods, the question of
hand shoveling or machine ploughing
would seem to be already answered
without debate.
Quincy Peabody with Albert Perry
and Cecil Arrington as helpers have
been sawing wood in this vicinity the
past week.
Deputy J. D. Pease who has been
attending court in Rockland is now
at home.
Congratulations to the newly weds,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry of Ap
pleton Ridge, and all friends here
unite in wishing them a long life of
happiness.

150 Hart Schaffner & Marx

Overcoats

HALF PRICE
ONE-THIRD off

ONE-FOURTH off

WALDOBORO

Mrs. Lila Lovejoy and Miss Dor
othy Lovejoy have been in Lisbon
Falls.
Mrs. A. F. Bond, Mrs. Helen Boggs
and Mrs. Lucille Thomas passed the
weekend in Portland.
Mrs. Charles J. Mitchell, R.N.. of
Rockland who has been caring for
Mrs. C. H. Curtis has returned.
Friends of Harold Clark are glad
to see him on the street again after
his serious illness.
Mrs. H. P. Mason is visiting rela
tives in Massachusetts.
Ml's. Geneva Homans and Miss
Audrey Wyman have returned to
Massachusetts. They were accom
panied by their mother Mrs. W. P.
Wyman.
Jesse Benner entertained the Men's
Club at bridge Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glilden are in
Shelbourne Falls, Mass., called by the
illness of Mrs. Glidden's father.
The Waldoboro High School girls,
who won a decided basketball vic
tory over the Rockland High second
team last wek. added to their suc
cesses by defeating the Erskine Acad
emy girls in a close game Monday
evening in the Medomak athletic
hall.
Twenty-four members attended the
missionary meeting at the home of
Mrs. Roscoe L. Benner, and passed
the afternoon in sewing. The next
meeting will be held the first Friday
in March.
A recent copy of the Boston Her
ald contains an interesting item con
cerning Peter Revere the young
skunk belonging to Mrs. Maude
Beale, who is passing the winter in
Lynn, Mass. Peter, who is six months
old and a house pet, attracted much
attention during his stay in town
and now has carried his fame into
cosmopolitan circles.
Scholars not absent during the first
and second grade term taught by
Mrs. Lillian Boggs were Donald
Heyer, Margery Fossa. Helen Boggs,
Jack Holland, Harold Kennedy. John
Kennedy, Dewey Moody, Harold
Harbor Light Chapter Installs
Rivers, Elinore Achorn. Marcia Ben
A good sized audience was present ner. Arthur Burgess. Elizabeth Fitch.
t the installation of officers of Har- Audrey Holland Nellie Moody and
or Light Chapter, Tuesday evening Maynard Wallace.
t which time the following were inucted into office; Mrs. Leola Mann,
ORFF'S CORNER
orthy matron; Herbert
Mann,
Winter term of school closed Fri
orthy patron; Lucy Stevenson, as- day. Those not absent for the year
aciate matron; Burton Stevenson, were: Eleanor Achorn, Barbara
ssociate patron; Annie Small, sec- Tisdale, Junior Kennedy, Kenneth
stary; Addie Jenkins, treasurer; Eva Elwell, Robert Reed, Junior Ralph.
'orter, conductress; Marie Bisbee, Not absent for the term. Mildred
ssociate conductress; Ina Wooster Kennedy. Eddie Reed. Violet Ken
haplain; Erlene Davis, marshal; nedy. Virginia Kennedy. Special
Iwendolyn Buzzell, organist; Alice , mention should be made of Robert
larston, Adah; Edna Robbins, Ruth; Reed and Junior Kennedy, each six
lina Carroll. Esther; Orra Bums, j years old. who having one and onelartha; Gertrude Talenbloom, Elec- half miles to walk to school, have
i; Louise Cavanaugh, warder; Oris not missed a day this year.
(urns, sentinel.
Retiring worthy
The Men's and Women's divisions
latron Orra Burns performed the of the Farm Bureau will meet Fri
uties of installing officer in a very day at the Community House for an
reditable manner and was ably as all-day meeting. The subject for the
men's group is "Poultry and Fertili
zers and Seeds for the Home Gar
den” in charge of County Agent R.
C. Wentworth.
“Vegetables for
Health,” is- to be discussed by the
women, in charge of the food project
leader. Miss Jessie Lawrence. H D.
A., will give demonstrations on pre
paring canned and stored vegetables
Kruschen Salts—(a perfect combi in attractive ways. The meeting is
nation of the six mineral salts your to start promptly at 10.30, and every
body should have to function proper body is welcome.
ly) purify your blood of harmful acids,
NORTH WARREN
and aid the kidneys and bowels to
throw off waste material—the con
Charles Mank who has been quite
tinual formation of which is probably ill with flu and pleurisy the past
the cause of your fat.
ten days is improving.
Ill this modern age of living. It's imMrs. Mabel Cross and daughter
possible to get these salts from the Vernette and Mr. McKinley were
lancy foods you eat—but don't worry
Just as long as you have Kruschen Salts. visitors at C. W. Mank's Thursdav
Take a half teaspoon every morning evening.
before breakfast in a glass of hot water
Mrs. Bertha Russell visited her
—little by little that ugly fat disappears,
you'll feel better than ever before—years sister Mrs. Charles Erickson last
younger, more energy. You’ll soon pos week.
sess that enviable beauty, clear skin,
Several of the young people at
sparkling eyes, superb flgtire which only
tended the drama at Waldoboro
perfect health can impart.
An 85c bottle (lasts 4 weeks) at David village iast Friday evening.
L. McCarty's or any pronrerai^e dniv
School closed Fridav in the Ander
gist in America. Money back If Kruschen
doesn't convince you that it is the safest, son district. The Libby, school will
quickest, easiest way to lost fat.
have one more week.
A Hartford woman writes, “I’ll tell
Mrs. Aubyne Hawes of Union visit
the world Kruschen Salts is wonderful ed her parents last Wednesday.
stuff to reduce." An Ohio woman
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank were at
last 10 pounds with one bottle.
C. W. Mank’s Sundav.
(i

Lose Fat

Page Five

One-Half off

One-Third off

One-Fourth off

$35.00 Values, now,

$17.50

$35.00 Values, now,

$23.33

$35.00 Values, now,

$26.25

40.00 Values, now,

20.00

40.00 Values, now,

26.67

40.00 Values, now,

30.00

45.00 Values, now,

22.50

45.00 Values, now,

30.00

45.00 Values, now,

33.75

50.00 Values, now,

25.00

50.00 Values, now,

33.33

50.00 Values, now,

37.50

25.00 Values, now,

12.50

25.00 Values, now,

16.67

25.00 Values, now,

18.75

20.00 Values, now,

10.00

20.00 Values, now,

13.34

20.00 Values, now,

15.00

SOME OF THE FURNISHINGS SPECIALS

One-Half off

One-Third off

$3.50 Shirts, now,

$1.75

.25 Hose, now,

.13

.50

1.00 Ties, now,
2.00 Underwear, now,

1.00

$2.50 Shirts, now,

.50 Hose, now,

1.00 Ties, now,

$1.67

.34
.67

1.50 Underwear, now,

1.00

5.00 Hats, now,

3.34

One-Fourth off
$2.00 Shirts, now,

$1.50

.75 Hose, now,

1.00 Ties, now,

.75

1.00 Underwear, now,

.75

The Big Reductions in Prices make these Suits and
Overcoats great values now. If you want fine clothing
at a low price you’ll be on hand in the opening days of
this sale. There are hundreds of men who will be glad
to outfit themselves for the rest of the winter at such
remarkable savings.

Selling Starts Friday Morning
This Is A Yellow Tag Sale. Every Item Is Yellow Tagged
Look For The Tag; The Discount Is Figured

HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN
LfZfZJBiiizizizjzjziZfzrazfgfirajzfZfzizj2jajBfzn‘f2jgjgrar2izjHraraRizraJHi2JZJZjarzizrerafzrargJBJZJ2Jgigjzrgj?jHJgjzi2ra

.57

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 12, 1931
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In Everybody’s Column

Lost and Found

STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox. SS..
To the Honorable Justice of the Superior Court next to be holden at Rockiand within and for said County on the
first Tuesday of May. 1931:
Respectfully represents Sarah T. McAloney of Rockland, aforesaid that she
is the wife of Kenneth O. Me Aloney and
that her maiden name was Sarah Quinn;
that she was married to her said husband at Machias in our County of Washington on the twenty-third day of September 1923; that subsequent to said
marrjage the parties hereto resided at
Machias port ln said County of Washing-

--------------------- -------------------------------- ;
The Episcopal Guild met TuesdayAdvertlsements ln th’e column not tc 1 LOST—One ear ring, either in Dad s evening with Mrs. Frank Maguire
exceed three lines inserted once for 25 Lunch or from there to 23 Park St., Jan.
cents. 3 timet for 50 cents. Acicltlonal 24. MRS. LOTTA J. DARLING. Finder
at the home of Mrs. Ozora Turner.
lines 5 cents each for one time, 1G cenie leave at COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
■ Members present were Mrs Grace
15-tf |
for three times. Six words make a line
Payson. Mrs. W. G. Loucks. Mrs. A.
—————■
’
P. Heald. Mrs. R. G. Cotton, Miss |
h Of Sale
Wanted
Edna Watts and Miss Helen Carr.
'
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
--------------- I—Z Z
7“
A
COPY
OF
THIS
FOR
SALE
Two
bj-ass
beds,
oiie^spring
j
FOUND
—
Small
tan
pup
about
three
|
Maguire, assisted by Mrs. Turner.
months
...
—
old. ,partly
----- , -------German---------Police. —
Ad- . and mattress, oak dining room, set in-1
Walter, youngest son of Mr. and
dress BOX 11. Simonton. Maine. 19*lt j eluding table, sideboard and 6 chairs.
1
76
PAGE
WANTED—To buy old samplers old j
L&l !
Mrs. V. P. Strong, was taken Tues
day to Knox Hospital whert he was
CATALOG
S((os
BOx '32b“nThomLston. Me.
'
18-20
FOR SALE-Specd xlelgh. also prison
VS’ai
operated upon for appendicitis. He
19-21 i faithful and affectionate wife but that
--------------------------------------------------- -— pung A. W. NYE. Tel. 585.
is reported as doing well
her
said
husband,
unmindful
of
his
marWANTED—Old Locomotive
Posters.---------------i ,
. .,
K
Rodney Feyler left Wednesday on
colored, whaling pictures and buffalo
FOR SALE—New smelt house—all rlage vows and obligations has been
pictures. Write BOX 431, Rockland.
i ready for use—stone, lines, leads. Apply guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
a trip to Massachusetts.
-----i
-----------------------st.,
I
,
and
of
extreme
cruelty
toward
her.
Your
17*19 CAL MARSHALL. 31 Wadsworth
Joel Miller went to Boston Wed
19*lt libellant further avers that although
Thomaston.
her said husband Is able, by means of
WANTED—Washings to do at home,
nesday to attend the banquet of the
his labor, to provide for her comfortable
wet
or
rough
dry.
Called
for
and
dellv•
FOR
SALE
—
Carpenters,
attention!
alumni of the Wentworth School of
ered. MRS. C. W. LEE. 256 Park St. Tel. Complete home worKshop. consisting of support and . lalntenance yet he has
Accounting.
441-M.
17-19 drill motor, lathe, band saw. compound grossly and wantonly or cruelly neg
-------------------------------------------------------- I tool rest and Jig saw. Also brass finished lected and refused to provide suitable
Albert Elliot and Arthur Stevens
WANTED—Children to board. TEL.. tool chest for above articles. The above maintenance for her. Your libellant
are attending the boat show in Bos
458-Y.
w
17-191 outfit has been repossessed by tne own- further avers that the present where
ton.
Z
T
7 i
Z------ I
It is practically new and will be abouts of her said husband is to her un
You will find it
WANTED—On the Anglers Farm,
for cash at one-half the cost price. known and cannot be ascertained by the
Mrs. Emma Seavey has returned
Loir first I'usl. loir rost oi oper
Union. Maine, a real thrifty farmer, one will
returned to the manufacturer exercise of reasonable diligence.
to the home of her daughter Mrs. B.
a wonderful guide to the best of
who can get a living on a well stocked 1 uniess sold Immediately. E. W. PIKE,
Wherefore she prays that the bonds
farm with a furnished house. 175 acres. I Atty Rockland. Tel. 338
19-lt of matrimony now existing between her
H.
Copeland
after
spending
several
ation und up-hevp. and loir yearly
wood lot. pasture land, 10 head cattle.|---- ----------------------------------------------------• and the said Kenneth O. McAloney may
weeks with another daughter Mrs.
everything in Equipment, Seeds and Supplies. Hun
few hens, room for 200 hens. Not room } FOR SALE—7-passenger Packard Tour- be dissolved by divorce and that the
Selden Robinson in Warren.
for large family, suitable for man and j lng. in good running order, with heavy custody of their three minor children,
depreeiation mean a distinct sariny
wife desiring a good home. ERNEST C ’ glass winter curtains. Good tires and Douglas, age 6. Philip, age 5. and Gor
Wilbert H. Rice is recovering from
dreds of pictures: Detailed descriptions and prices!
DAVIS.
17-18 ; equipment. Will be sold at a great trade don. age 2. may be awarded to her until
a recent illness.
■ ■ • E •b-----Terms If Tel
de further order of the Court, under such
WANTED—Position as chef or -----all- j
“nF w p?K
*«v' Rockland
*11We want you to have a copy—FREE! Write for it,
to every purchaser
Mrs. Floyd Benner and your.g
round cook. Best of references. Can I 5i£?d- E' w PIKE- Att>- Rockland Tel conditions as may be reasonable and
daughter Lois have returned to their
just.
start any time. HORACE T. PERRY, 5 ;
______________________________
SARAH T. McALONEY.
today!
home in Augusta after spending Fri
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
7-tf | FOR SALE—Pedigreed chow puppies.
Dated January 29. 1931.
day night with her mother Mrs.
WANTED—Skates to sharpen.
We! dark red male $50. light red male $35,
STATE
OF MAINE
THE NEW Ford is a splendid car to own and drive
sharpen them while you wait, and sharp- ’ ALICE TUPPER. Crlehaven.
17*22 County of Knox, SS. January 29. 1931.
Clara Mathews.
en
them
right.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO..
I
„
__
_
------------------.
__
,
....
Personally
appeared
the above named
because of its attractive lines anil colors, safety, com
Basketball Tuesday evening at j
408 Main St.. Rockland.
9-25 i FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10. junks,
T. McAloney and made oath to the
fARW, DAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES
—....
—
r------------------------------ $12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O. Sarah
SLEDS
Andrews gymnasium resulted in vie- J
truth
of
the
foregoing,
by her subscribed.
fort, speed, reliability and long life.
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student I h CRIE Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
Before me.
i tories for both Rockland teams.
preferred Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or1 '
-----------------------------------------------(L.S.)
CHARLES
T. SMALLEY.
call
163-M.
7-tl
FOR
SALE
—
Dry
hard
fitted
wood
$11
- Score, boys Rockland 31. Thomaston
There are, in addition, three other features of
Notary Public.
cord FRANK ERICKSON. Rt. 1. Box (0.
21; girls. Rockland 25, Thomaston 21.
STATE
OF
MAINE
Thomaston. Me.
18*20
importance to every far-seeing automobile owner . . .
fUS.)
Edward Seavey
FEDERAL <i..<i TEMPLL STS.,
PCRTLAYD
MAIIYE
SWAN'S ISLAND
FOR SALE—3-tube short wave radio Knox. SS.
The funeral of Edward Seavey, 82, j
low first cost, low cost of operation and up-keep, and
set complete with two 45 volt heavy duty Clerk’s Office. Superior Court, ln Vaca
who died Feb. 7 at the Soldiers'
batteries. $10. CALL 963-J.
17-19 tion
low yearly depreciation.
Nelson Morse is in Rockland a few
Home. Togus, was held at A. D. Da
Rockland, February 3. A. D. 1931.
FOR
SALE
—
Light
oak
hall
rack;
also
days
on
business.
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered.
weather, and floral offerings also
vis <fc Son's parlors Tuesday after
WARREN
white Iron double bed. 27 LIMEROCK That the Libellant give notice to said
During the life of the ear, the day-by-day economy
The
Larkin
Club
met
with
their
bore their tribute. The body was
noon. the room being filled with rela
ST. Tel. 883-W.
17*19 Kenneth O. McAloney to appear before
placed in the tomb at Fairview ceme
tives and friends. Rev. H. F. Leach
our Superior Court, to be holden at
of owning a Ford will amount to considerably inure
Mrs. C. S. Coburn has been reap tery. Mr. Harding is survived by one
Rockland, within and for the County
of the Federated Church officiated. pointed justiqp of the peace.
Knox, on the first Tuesday of May,
than the saving on the first cost. You save when you
,‘ister, Mrs. Agnes Peabody of Wash for the coming year. Mrs. Sprague i Courier-Gazette.________________ 16*21 of
The bearers were Horace Vose. Levi
A. D. 1931 by publishing an attested copy
Harold Moore, son of Mr. and Mrs.
for sale—Modem house, o rooms of said Libel, and this order thereon,
buy the Ford and you save every mile you drive.
Copeland. Albert Robinson. Hiram Percy Moore, is spending the week ington, two nephews Harold Peabody was assisted by Mrs. Lucy Smith
.vxuuic, MrS
is tyruuiug
inc
snrincfielri Mass
Ulriedaughters
Peabodv with the refreshments, which con- and bath, garage, a. b. higgs, 140 Tai- three weeks successively in The CourierLibby. The remains were placed in x-civy
m
- AUred McFarland
of Singmn.
and" turn
Gazette. a newspaper printed in Rock
sisted of baked beans, sandwiches, \ bot Ave' Tel~ 711'______________
The reasons for this economy are simplicity of
the tomb.
wood under cover, land. in our County of Knox, the last
pickles, cake, tea and coffee. The • long.
FOR$10;SALEDry
tts.
Mr.
Seavey
was
native
of
Cushing,
A
joint
installation
of
the
officers
who
llve
ln
Massachu£et
fltted.<$14; Junks. $12; limbs. publication to be thirty days at least
design, high quality of materials and care in manu
Cla
Lit- remainder of the evening was spent $10 T J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. 14-tf prior to said first Tuesday of May next,
having been born there Feb. 26. 184J. of Crescent Temple. P. S„ and Emerson Perkins and Clayton
that he may there and then ln our said
facturing and assembling. Many vital parts are made
He was a son of Levi and Margaret Georges River Lodge K. of P., will tlehale returned with two rtabbits with games.
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage, court appear and show cause, if any he
Mr.
and
iMrS.
Roscoe
Joyce
of
At

electric
lights
and
water,
double
lot
of
each
Tuesday
following
an
afternoon
have, why the prayer of said Libellant
(Wylliei
Seavey.
both
of
Cushing.
to limits of one one-t.’iGiisandth of an inch. Some to
be held Feb. 17.
lantic are spending a week in Rock land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on should not be granted.
His wife was a Miss Stone of Stone's
Miss
Edna
Boggs
was
the
guest
of
1
sunning.
rent
plan,
$1500.
$15
month
V.
F
JAMES H. HUDSON.
three ten-thousandths of an inch. Throughout, the
How great an age <|oes the feline land with relatives.
Point. Cushing, who died a few years Miss Gtace Lawrence at the Educa
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 12-tf
Justice of the Superior Court.
A
party
known
as
“
The
Ground
race
attain?
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvah
.
|SealJ
ago while resident of Thomaston. Mr. tional Club Friday evening in Rock
new Ford is an outstanding example of line crafts
FOR SALE—65 acre farm. 7 room house
Simmons have a pet named “Tom” Hogs" met at the home of Mr. and with fine cellar, barn, water ln house, A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Seavey was a good worker and found land.
manship in automobile engineering.
Mrs.
Lewis
Butman
Monday
evening
some
blueberries, plenty of wood, rent . Court thereon.
who
has
reached
th£
great
age
of
20
his main employment in the ship
MILTON M GRIFFIN.
Miss Flora Fish of Rockland spent
plan, $1600, $16 per month. V. F. STUD Attest:
and
gave
them
a
surprise
party.
Re

years
and
he
has
grown
old
graceyards and lime kilns of Thomaston, Sunday with Mrs. Charles Young.
16-Th-22
Clerk.
LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
12-tf
Thc more you see of the new Ford—the more you
freshments
were
served,
games
where he made his home for a num
The date of the presentation of !ull>' 60
speak'H He is sleek in played and the evening passed quick
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
talk to Ford owners and experienced mechanics—the
ber of years. He entered the serv the play "Professor Pepp" by the
also some nice hound pups. Now Is the
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glen
ice in the Civil War as a private in Boys and Girls' Clubs of the Con The only faculty that is lost seems ly. It was especially enjoyed by time
Whereas Eastern Real Estate Co. a cor
more certain you become of this fact. ... It brings
cove.
Me.
Tel.
256-4.
15-tf
Capt.
Butman
as
he
has
been
con

poration organized and existing under
to be his hearing. He is short haired,
Co. G, 14th Maine Reg. Volunteers. gregational Church is March 5.
FOR SAl.E Flfty houses of all descrip the laws of the State of Maine, and hav
fined to the house by illness for sev
you everything you want or need in a motor car at an
Feb. 23. 1865. and was discharged at
tions ln Rockland. A large list of sum ing its principal office and place of busi
Circle supper at the Congregational and maltese in color.
eral
months
but
is
now
able
to
be
out
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie entertained
Darien, Ga., Aug. 26. 1865 at the close Church tonight. Thursday.
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real ness at Rockland in the County of Knox
unusually low price.
again.
estate. Come and talk over my list If and State aforesaid, by its mortgage
of the war. He joined P. Henry
Ruth Starrett, seven year old five tables of bridge at Mrs. Flora
Mrs.
Forest
Stanley
gave
a
dinner
vou wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS, deed dated July 23. 1928 and recorded in
Tillson Post, No. 39. Dept. of Maine, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Star Peabody's home Tuesday, from 2 to
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
15-tf vKnox Registry of Deeds ln Book 220
party
Monday
to
the
following
4.30.
Prizes
went
to
Mrs.
Dana
in 1882.
rett, narrowly escaped serious injury „
,
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and Page 52 conveyed to Security Trust
Mr. Seavey is survived by a sister. Tuesday forenoon when she stepped Smith, Mrs. E. B. Clark. Mrs. Charles guests: Mrs. O. L. Milan, Mrs. Rilla cottages for sale and rent, attractive Company a banking corporation duly
and organized under the laws
Mrs. Fred Redman, a brother Levi into a horse drawn triangle built for v lln8t°R aRd M^s. E. M. Cunning Joyce. Mrs. Lewis Butman. Mrs. Cal. prices. Ideal loactlons. tea houses, and chartered
Stockbridge, Mrs. Everett Gross. Mrs. shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast. of the State of Maine and having a place
The New Ford
Seavey, and a daughter Mrs. Ralph clearing away snow near her home. •
of
business
at Rockland, Knox County,
Refreshments were served and Lew Conary, Mrs. Carlton Joyce, Maine.
15-tf qnd State aforesaid,
Tidor Sedan
the following par
Crawford, all of Thomaston; also ostensibly to take a ride and not an enjoyable afternoon passed,
Mrs.
Levi
F'or.lden,
Mrs.
Will
Freethy,
cels
of
real
estate together with build
daughters Margaret Seavey of Bos thinking of the absence of flooring. A wonderful Lincoln bir hday cake Mrs. Charles Burns, Mrs. Bert
ings thereon situated in Rockland afore
Eggs and Chicks
ton and Myrtie Hupper of Sears She was thrown down violently and a "a' ono ot the features of the S. of Wheaton, Mrs. J. Smith, Miss Rachel
said and bounded and described as fol
lows. viz:—
port.
part of the frame passed onto her V auxi lary dinner last Tuesday. Rev. Moulden and Mrs. James Sprague.
FOR SALE—S.C.R.l. Red Chicks bred
First: Beginning at an iron bolt at the
The Black & Gay factory will start body. Dr. Campbell was immediHolts talk on Lincoln was very The afternoon passed all too quickly for production, color and type. State corner of Holmes street and Broadway;
its clam pack the first of the week ately called but could find no injury inspiring. The circle will meet with at cards and needlework.
tested for pullorum disease and accred thence by said Broadway northerly four
Mrs. ited. Prices for Feb.. Mar . April 100 for hundred eighty-six (486) feet, more or
and will buy clams from all comers. beyond a very bad fright.
Mrs. Jane Stickney Feb. 18.
Stanley served an appetizing dinner, $20; 500 for $19: 1000 for $18. Guaranteed less, to land formerly of M. L. Simmons;
This will interest all persons now un
Beatrice Haskell is ill with tonsilv'hcn some ladies pretenoed to be the piece de resistance being dande safe arrival. Write fc«r May prices. M. thence easterly by land of said Simmons
M. KINNEY. Thomaston, Maine. St. two hundred forty-six (246) feet, more
,jtis
calling on Mrs. Thomas Copeland lion greens.
employed.
George Road, Box 49._____________ 17*22 or less, to the westerly side line of the
Mrs. Frederick H. Brummett of
Mrs. Charles Wilson and son Al- Monday afternoon, it took some time
A number of friends were enter
Knox & Lincoln Railroad (now Maine
Waldoboro and Boston spent Mon fred are ill and Mrs. Beatrice Watts to understand that they had come to tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
S. C R I REDS—Baby chicks from Central); thence by said right of way of
day nieht as the guest of Mrs. John of Thomaston is caring for them. '1I‘P celebrate her birthday anniver- Edward Sprague last Saturday eve standard utility stock. Maine accredited. said Railroad southerly to the northerly
They make healthy; productive hens.
of Holmes street; thence by said
E. Walker.
Sunday morning the topic for the :ary- Dinner was served and favors, ning. The time was pleasantly Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up, line
Holmes street westerly three hundred
The Community Brotherhood were sermon will be “Tuning In." Th.
choice birthday cake and several passed with games and luncheon was $18. Hatching eggs Write or phone. E fifty (350) feet, more or less, to the place
very appreciative of the chicken sup usual Sunday School and Bible Clas- presents were in evidence, adding to served. Mrs. Sprague, as hostess was C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42 of beginning, containing 3 1-3 acres
C A It S
LOW PRICES O F
Warren.
11-tfmore or less.
per served at their meeting Tuesday- will meet at 12 o'clock. The Chris- the very pleasant occasion,
assisted by Mrs. William Freethy. _____________________________________
BABY CHIX, WYLLIE’S STRAIN 8. C9
Being the same premises conveyed to
evening by the following committee tian Endeavor meeting at six will be
Tbe rehearsal that was to take The guests included Mrs. Charles R. I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color, this grantor corporation by Herbert H.
from the Congregational ladies circle; led by Miss Florence Packard
P*ace at Ivy Chapter Tuesday even- Herrick. Mrs. F. Morse. Mrs. Will state accredited for white diarrhoea. <20 Stover by hls deed of warranty dated
Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Mrs. Charles slsted by Thelma Oxton. Hilda Ax- mg has been postponed until Friday Holmes. Mrs. Nelson Morse, Mrs. Cal. per hundred, postpaid for March until July 29. 1927. and recorded in Knox Regnth of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less istry of Deeds in Book 215, Page 119.
Shorey. Mrs. John Hewett, Miss Ella derson and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, subjec . at 7 o clock, and all officers are re- Stockbridge, Mrs. Cleveland Trask. per
F. O. H. Detroit, plus freight and delivery. Bumpers ar.d spare tire extra
hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed Excepting and Reserving, however, out
K. Gilehrest. Miss Mary Rice. Al "The Church—a Family.” At 7 quested to be present.
F.
H WYLLIE «k SON. Thomaston, of the above described parcel a certain
at small cost. You ran purchase a Ford on economical terms through
Mrs. Lewis Butman, Mrs. Everett
though no concerted action was o’clock there will be a praise service! Do not forget the High School play Gross. Mrs. Carl Sprague. Mrs. Lew Maine. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6. ’ lot or parcel of land conveyed by said
the Authorized Ford Finance Plans of the L nicer sal Credit Company.
1-tf grantor corporation to Vivian F. Hewett
taken, practically every man was led by Chester Wyllie. The pas’ r "Chintz Cottage,” to be given Friday Conary, Mrs. G. F. Newman and Mr.
by its deed of warranty dated October
heard to express his pleasure at the will speak on “Doing the Impossibl ' at Glover hall. Joseph Vinal, you and Mrs. Judson Smith. Mrs. Isaac
j 19, 1927 and recorded in Knox Registry
I 01 Deeds in Book 215. Page 181. to which
To
Let
quality of the supper. The speaker
will
find
to
be
highly
amusing
as
he
Stinson appeared in a fetching gown
Warren was pretty well blanketed
deed and record* thereof reference is
was Dr. C. Harold Jameson of Cam in the snow which fell steadily Sr. .- changes hiding places so quickly and of the Victorian P^iod which caused
LET_Furnl9hed roonls for light hereby made for a more particular de
den who. from his subject "Periodic day and Monday. The fall was dexterously, remaining in a huge much enthusiasm among the ladies housekeeping or a small tenement. In- scription of this reservation.
----------- STREET
--------19 21
Second: Beginning at an iron bolt at
Health Examinations,” showed in an judged to be about eight inche
chest several minutes. See Gerald present.
quire at 35 CAMDEN
the southwest corner of land of Annie
informal way how much suffering
Mr. and Mrs. Burdeen Simmons Brown in the side tickling absent
TO LET—House on Fern St. Modern Merrifield; thence running easterly along
could be saved by such a practice. are enjoying an all-electric "Buddy1 minded situations.
Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS or ALBERT the southern line of land of said MerriNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
19-21 field and land of E M Lawrence to the
At least an annual examination, or radio made by the Crcsley Co.. ; Whereas. Lemuel A. Grant of Rockland M. HASTINGS.
TO
1 FT—Tpn#»mpnt
sT land of Ule
Colson heirs; thence
in the County of Knox and State of
rival of a little son, Frank Walter, i oftener would be better, w-ould show cently installed.
North
End.
C
A.
HAMILTON.
29
Chest*
th2n^Uhv!?5d rnrnJi*
NORTH
WASHINGTON
Maine, bv his mortgage deed dated.
CAMDEN
18-20
to^the
Rev. H. I. Holt of the Congregatioxal
March 15. ’C29. and recorded in the Knox nut St Telephone 986-J
born Monday at the Camden Com the presence of many serious things
| in the blood or hidden in the flesh, Church will speak Sunday mornMrs.
Clarence
Taylor enter munity Hospital.
cf Deeds. Book 217. Page 193.
TO LET—Three heatedfurnished J fcrly line
of the Colson lot to land of
Arthur Douglass of Gardiner and Registry
conveyed to the Rockland Loan and
tained Lend-a-Hand Club Tuesday
Mrs. Harry Richards entertained not even suspected. Dr. Jameson ing on "Some Eternal Gifts o! . e Lesjje Hisler of Coopers Mills, who Building Association, a corporation le rooms for light housekeeping with pri- Sherman Rokes; thence southerly along
vate
bath
and
garage.
Apply
at
71
NO.
the
land
of
Rokes. Oxton. and Damon to
evening at her home on Mechanic Mrs. T. W. ‘McKay. Mrs. J. Crosby was listened to carefully and at the Master.' At the evening service ’ is; pre connected with the Central gally organized and having its place of
numerous questions.
questions. subject will be "An Ancient C.; - j^ajne pOv,-er Co. were in this place business at Rockland in said Knox MAIN ST. Tel. 1152.________________ 17*19 Limerock street; thence westerly along
street.
Hobbs and Mrs. Herbert Gardiner oi c!osP answered numerous
TO LET—5-room furnished apartment, |he .nofrt?eIly
street ^°
Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Strong are
A stated convocation of Henry lenge to the Twentieth Century tryjng t0 locate as nearly as possible Countv. a certain lot or parcel of land with
.
.
. ...
...
lnnrl nf
pR.nv P
,nnmh«5- thnnrn
of TLeRoy
P. CCoombs;
thence north.
north
Mass., Tuesday evening at
the buildings thereon, situated in said gas, coal range, furnace, toilet. $7 week, land
entertaining at dinner and bridge Rockland,
Knox
Chapter
will
bc
held
Friday
erly
by
said
Coombs
lot
one
hundred
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
69
Park
St.
Tel.
1080.
Rockland,
and
bounded
and
described
bridge.
Young
People.
’
t
jj
e
course
o
f
a
new
power
line
to
be
thirty
(1301
feet
more
or
less,
to
a cor
Saturday night.
15-tf
follows, to w’it:
William Padham, 77, died WednesThere will be work in the
Alvah Achorn, who has been c.i ;.<- built this KeasOn from Maxey's Mill asOn
ner; thence westerly along said Coombs
the Northern side of Spruce Street,
Miss M. E. Bartlett is visiting day morning at the home of Mrs. R.A.M. degree. Supper at 6.30. served ing in the Warren Cloverdale
—Modern rent ln brick house lot and the lots of Britt. Young, and Coak
re jn Wind£or t0 Bucksport. It is quite being No. 22. on plan of land situated in atTO157LET
Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt. ley (now or formerly) to a corner; thence
relatives at South Thomaston
by Grace Chapter for 50 cents per is now manager of the Waldoboro probab]e the line will cross the farms said Rockland, belonging to Hon. Joseph
Town manager Herbert Thomas and ^nk
follow plate.
OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel. southerly by said Coakley lot to Lime
Farwell, drawn by S. F. Rose and record Toner.
568-W.
15-tf rock street; thence westerly by said
store.
o
f
m. W. Lenfest and F. W.
J. Crosby Hobbs were in Augusta
hid
ed
ln
Knox
Registry
of
Deeds,
in
Book
Lee W. Walker was enjoying the
All over 10 years of age are cor- Cunningham.
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for Limerock street to the Halllgan lot;
cf Plans No. 1, Page 12. dated July 10.
Tuesday on business connected with ,
F^ra ^nSg15 The sunshine and invigorating air in
light
housekeeping,
adults
only.
E.
N. thence northerly by the Halllgan lot
1866;
and
whereas
the
condition
of
said
front of the stores at the corner i dially invited l° atltead ,the va
George Light is reported as being
and the Adams line to the place of be
the town.
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
has been broken:
vvoaLLnv
tine 500131 wa>ch takes place at ;.ie very in with intestinal flu and com- mortgage
body
will
be
taken
to
Madison
for
ginning.
11-tf
Now
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
breach
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rose are interment.
Wednesday. Friends were extending Congregational vestry Saturday eve- niications. Mrs. Light, too. is in poor of the condition thereof said Rockland
Excepting and reserving, however,
TO LET—Five room house, modern, on whatever rights were granted to the
receiving congratulations on the arwarm
greetings.
Mrs. C. C. Dillingham enter
ning at 7 o'clock. It is to be a <
bcaith. Their neighbors are very Loan and Building Association claims Court St. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at New England Telephone & Telegraph
A letter from Mrs. Truman Sawyer, tume party and the chapel will be kin(j and assist in all ways they can foreclosure of said mortgage.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
9-tf Company by deed of Alsy A. Coburn and
tains the C. C. H. Club Thurs
In witness whereof the said Rock
who is spending the winter at Miami, decorated in the seasonal colors.
day
at
Green
Gables.
Good neighbors are surely a blessing land Loan* and Building Ass’n. has
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene Kitty S. Coburn, dated March G. 1914.
IT GAVE HIM ZEST
tells
of
her
comfort
and
enjoyment
Also excepting and reserving from the
ment.
$22;
7-room
tenement.
$23.50
caused this instrument to be ; oaled with
A stated conclave of Camden
Any person having an article for
times.
there. Sha writes of the flowers and the town warrant is requested to et many
corporate seal and signed in Its cor Both have gas and electricity. Very above described lot any other lots here
Commandery. is.,
K. T.
Donald Cunningham and Archie its
_
r>
l [ J 1 T"
vuiHiuaiiueiy,
x. was held Tues
tofore
conveyed, or any rights heretofore
pleasantly
located
ln
good
neighborhood.
name by Harry O. Gv.dy. its Sec
to or acquired by others ln and
Dargon Was a Keal Help 1 o I day evening and there was work in of the pleasure she has in them. She it in not later than Tuesday, Feb. 17. Lenfest get out with their .auto; porate
retary. thereunto duly authorized, this Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf conveyed
to
any
proposed roads or avenues.
the Order of the Temple. It was the Has met a few W.C.T.U. members
Funeral services for Leroy Ha ding apparently being the only ones with 11th day of February in the year one
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
Being tlie same premises conveyed to
Peter Martella of Portland 26th anniversary of .the order and a there.
thousand
nine
hundred
and
thirty-one.
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U this grantor corporation by Kitty S.
were held Tuesday afternoon con courage enough to brave the deep Signed
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
15-tf Coburn by her warranty deed dated Oc
special program was rendered.
A- J- Elliot and Joseph Paquin re- ducted by Rev. H. I. Holt. The bear snow and hard roads.
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSO
____________
turned Wednesday after attending a ers were Fred Spear, Burdeen Sim
“Although I tried all kinds of med
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St tober 20. 1927 and recorded In Knox Reg
CIATION
It is reported that W. L. Leigher
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St istry of Deeds ln Book 215 Page 186.
icine. Sargon was the first one to
By HARRY O. GURDY.
HClPF
hearing before the committee of the mons. Earl Robinson and Charles has sold his half of the Prescott &
Excepting and Reserving, however,
Tel. 874-W.
15-tf
Secretary.
noiL
state Lgislature on the request of Overlock. Many friends were pres-l Leigher Mill located at South Liberty
really help me," said Peter Martella.
from the above described parcel two cer
(Corporate
Seal)
Miss Gertrude Hardy was an over- tbe fown for reimbursement for the
TO LET—Five room furnished apart tain lots or parcels of land, conveyed by
STATE OF MAINE
All modern Improvements. Inquire at this grantor corporation by Its warranty
night guest Saturday of Miss Louise money paid out in the Starrett case, ent in spite of the blustery, stormy to Earl Boynton of this town.
SS
12 ELM ST.
15-tf deeds, to wit:
Harold Turner and W. A. Palmer KNOX.Rockland.
Eueley in Lincolnville.
Me . Feb. 11th. 1931.
which grew out of the building of the
(1) Deed to Ralph H. Trim, dated
lait Sunday harnessed old Dobbin
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block
Personally appeared the above named
Mrs. Belle Wiley who passed the Mill River bridge. They were pleased
to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix November 3. 1927. and recorded In Knox
to the sleigh and in due time found Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made Apply
month of January with Miss Lizzie with the manner in which the com
Registry
of Deeds ln Book 215. Page 249;
Lobster
Co.
Tel.
208.
15-tf
themselves ice fishing on Sheepscot oath to the truth of the foregoing no
(2) Deed to Edward F. Glover, dated
Bartlett has returned to her home in mittee received them.
tice of foreclosure in hls said capacity.
May
18.
1928.
and recorded ln Knox Reg
Lake
in
Palermo.
After
a
long,
cold,
Before me.
Lincolnville.
istry of Deeds In Book 219. Page 7;
Miss Dorothy Starrett and Miss
Miscellaneous
(Signed) EDWARD K GOULD,
stormy day they arrived home with
Mrs. Charles Baird in spending Bai bara Feyler returned Wednesday
To
which
deeds
and record thereof ref
Justice of the Peace.
one small pickerel. They report nine 19-Th-25
WHAT HAS 1931 IN STORE FOR YOU — erence Is hereby made for a more par
several weeks on North Haven at the from a trip to Augusta where
FIDELITY
AND
DEPOSIT
COMPANY
OF
Complete
Horoscope
reading
for
1931.
ticular
description
of said reservations,
auto
loads
of
fishermen
on
the
pond,
home of her son Harry Baird.
MARYLAND
Advice on business and domestic affairs. and
they went to attend the Governor's
and only three fish taken, of which
Mrs. Francis Eugley entertained ball on the invitation of Miss FeyOn receipt of $1 and birthdate. L.
Whereas
the
conditions
of said mort
Baltimore.
Maryland
i in
their little catch was the largest.
TRACY, P. O. Box 782, Portland. Maine. gage have been broken
her son Irvin Eugley and family of
grandfather. W. J. Whitney of
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
16*24
This
correspondent
would
rather
stay
Now,
Therefore
by
reason
of the breach
mtes;
Lincolnville Sunday at the home of pi .g^ship whQ js the represe* ta.
5^
Real Estate ............................ $2,574,450 00
of the conditions thereef it claims a
at home. Selah.
MILL REMNANTS—Percales and Shirt foreclosure of said mortgage.
I A. F. Dunton.
Mortgage
Loans
...................
149.381
64
of this district in the House.
Stocks and Bonds ................ 20,522.315 00 ings; ’a yard and up. Matched (5 pounds
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
Mrs.
Lura Norwood went to tive
Miss Edna Hilt and Mrs. Stanley
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.334.584 47 $2.75). Postpaid. Approx. 6 yds. to pound.
By Elmer C. Davis
i Camden Saturday and on returning
TENANTS
HARBOR
Agents’ Balances ................... 2.089.829 12 Good assortment. LAWSON TEXTILE
Kalloch
have
positions
in
a
clothing
Treasurer
Co. 9 Aster St.. Providence. R. I.
17*19 Rockland. Maine, January 27. 1931.
i stayed over night with her mother
Interest
and
Rents
................
2,973
92
factory in Portland. Master Robert
All other Assets ................... 112.403 73
STATE OF MAINE
. Mrs. H. O. Simmons.
MARCEL WAVING. 50c. MADELYN
1
Thc
Odd
Fellovzs
and
Rebekahs
Don
’
Rockland. January 27. 1931.
McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a Knox. ss.
Several young Grangers of this Kalloch is with hls mother.
held a social in Odd Fellows hall
Gross Assets .......................26,785.937 88 few steps from Main St.
1. Elmer C. Davis, on oath depose and
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Elliot and Mr.
14-tf
■ place visited Tranquility Grange in
Thursday
evening.
Supper
was
served
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
..
416.034
89
that
I
am
Treasurer of said Security
and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn attended
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws Trust Company,
I Lincolnville Saturday evening.
and that I am duly
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- authorized
the Governor's ball in Augusta Tues get the best of you... the menu consisting of baked beans,
Admitted ...........................$26,369,902
for
and on behalf of said
ROCK ST Tel. 1010.______ 15-tf
pie, cakes, salads, and coffee, and a
company to sign this foreclosure, and
day evening.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
followed with music by John Net Unpaid Losses .............. $6,350,354 30
LADIES—Reliable etock of hair goods (hat said notice of foreclosure Is true.
IVE minutes after you rub on ; dar.ct
Before me,
the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St.
Reed and Norma Hocking.
Unearned Premiums ........... 7.144,576 82 at
Musterole
your
throat
should
hitin
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
UNION
ALAN L- BIRD
All
other
Liabilities
............
1.740.736
93
Several
from
this
p
’
ace
attended
J3-Th-19
Justice of the Peace.
Tel.
519-J.
15-tf
to feel less sore! Continue the treatmtnt
Cash Capital .......................... 6.000 000 00
once every hour for five hours and the funeral of the late Annie Kalloch Surplus over all Liabilities 5.134.240 94
NOTICE
TO
CONTRACTORS
Community Club News
Thousands of people afflicted with
at Wiley’s Corner.
you’ll be astonished at the relief.
Sealed proposals addressed to the State FIRST AMERICAN FIRE INSURANCE
had breath find quick relief through
Mrs. Harry Paterson is confined Total liabilites and surplus $26,369,902 99 Highway Commission, Augusta. Maine,
rnvinivv
The club held a food sale at their
This famous blend of oil of mustard.
for
building six sections of State High- „„ „
. cumi-anx
D.
H.
GLIDDEN,
Agent.
PETER MARTELLA
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets. The
rooms Feb. 7 which was generously camphor, menthol and other ingredi- ! to the house with a severe cold,
way will be received by the Commission
Maiden Lane, New York, New York
19-Th-25
Vinalhaven.
pleasant, sugar-coated tablets are
patronized and the receipts were ents brings relief naturally. Musterole
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Williams are
at its office ln the State House, Augusta, I
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
taken for bad breath by all who know.
• is
' a"
t es ion si
FRATERNAL PROTECTIVE INSURANCE Maine, until 11 a. m.. Eastern Standard j rA-i Estaie
viry satisfactory.
gets action because it
""counter^ occupying f’:cir new house.
195 Holm Ave., Portland. “Soon
Time
February
25.
1931
and
at
that
time
stocks
and
Bonds.......................... %
S
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets act
COMPANY
Mr. Troop is cutting down the
W. A. Bessey has presented the ^rritant,,—not iust a salve—it pene
and place publicly opened and read. . . | gSSh in Office^ Bank "i:::::: 311?^ ™
aftcr I commenced taking it I began ' gently but firmly on the bowels and
632
Beacon
St.
Boston,
Mass.
large shade trees in front of his
club
with
a
gavel,
which
was
greatly
trates
and
stimulates
blood
circulation
Concrete,
Surface
—
two
sections
as
fol

’ Balances
to eat better, sleep better and feel! liver, stimulating them to natural
..... 366.471 05
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
lows: Carmel. 3.03 miles and Warren Agents
needed, and for which he has the and helps to draw out infection and pain. he we.
Bills Receivable ....
78.519 47
better in every way. My nerves i action, clearing the blood and gently
miles.
John Wood, who cut his foot while Stocks and Bonds .............. $ 565.423 67 2.84
Used by millions for 20 years. Recom
im
terest
and
Rents
thanks
of
the
members.
9.764 01
Bituminous Macadam and Gravel—one
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank
......
101.705
14
steadied down and I get up with a ! purifying tlie entire system. They do
other
Assets
....
.....
20,822
50
chopping in the woods is nowr able Interest and Rents .............
The meeting for Feb. 10 which mended by doctors and nurses.
6.797 33 section as follows: Bingham and Moscow,
keen appetite now and feeling like that which dangerous calomel does
2
miles.
(
Keep Musterole handy—jars and tubes. to be out and is hauling wood again. All other Assets ...................
10.000 00
was
to
have
been
a
Lincoln
program
Gross
Assets
....................
4.048.251
M
going to work. I’ve also gained six , without any of the bad after effects.
Gravel—three sections as follows: Avon
To Mothers—Musterole is ulso
Friends are pleased to hear that
had to bc giten up on account cf
70.428 44
Gross Assets .......................$ 683.926 14 1.18 miles, Stockton Springs and Pros Deduct Items not admitted
Olive Tablets brings no griping
pounds.
made in milder form for babies Mrs. Martha Farnham who is in a Deduct
drifted
roads.
A
few
members
got
out,
pect.
3.26
miles.
Orland.
5.88
miles.
Items
not
admitted
..
.
16.899
94
“I took Sargon Pills along with the | pain or any disagreeable effects.
$3,977,823 20
All proposals must be made upon the
but it was thought best to postpone and small children. Ask for Chil Somerville Hospital is making good
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
liquid for constipation and they
1930
ssion
dren's Musterole.
Admitted ............................ $ 667.026 20 blank forms provided by the Commission
recovery from her recent severe ill
the
program
until
later.
The
presi

for a copy of which a payment of $1.00, Ket
never once made me the least upset. formula after 20 years of practice
$ 104.213 53
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, A930
ness.
dent
was
to
give
a
report
of
her
trip
will
be
required.
Plans
may
be
seen
__
and
j
ynr
nearned
Premiums
. 1.107,264 67
I couldn’t recommend a better med among patients afflicted with bowel
Regular meeting Puritan Rebekah Net Unpaid Losses ............... $ 54.272 38 forms of specifications and contract may All other Liabilities
to tlie recent State Federation of
93,800 00
Premiums ............. 156.976 75 be obtained at the office of the Commlsicine than Sargon to anyone in run and liver complaint, with the atten
1.000.000 00
Lodge Thursday evening, and all Unearned
Clubs and that also was postponed.
All
other
Liabilities
20,870
48
dant
bad
breath.
.sion. Augusta, Maine.
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
down condition.'
.
1.672.545
00
members are requested to take a box Cash Capital ......................... 100.000 00
The right is reserved to reject any or
wnon IN PORTLAND—You can buy
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetable
Sold by The Corner Drug Store,
Surpjus over all Liabilities
334.906 59 all proposals.
lunch.
conics of The Courler-OazettA with the
Total liabilities nnd surplus $3,977,823 20
compound;
you
will
know
them
by
Inc.. Rockland; bv George H. Gar
STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION.
home news, at Central News Co 66 ConJ. A. BLACK CO.. INC..
Lincoln Monaghan was an over- Total Liabilities and Surplus $ 667.026 20 Dated
at Augusta, Maine. Feb. 11. 1931.
diner in Warren: and H. L. Bossa their olive color. Take nightly for a I gross Rt.; or Ross News-stand. 381‘,2 Con..
.
19 Limerock Street,
knight guest of his parents Tuesday.
10-Th-22
w.ekaaJnote
the
effect.
15c,
30c,
00c.
20 and 22
16-Th-22
Rockland. Me.
1 gress St.
- ——
in Waldoboro.—adv
18-lt

The new Ford
is an

econoinieal ear

own and drive

FOR YOU

FREE

ENDALL 5 WHITNEY

e

*430 to *630

let SORE THROAT

STOP BAD BREATH

F

.very-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 12, 1931

Socs cfv

Leather Jackets

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mail or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W

Miss Ada Perry entertained Chapin
Class Tuesday evening at her home
on Main street, with 16 members and
two guests present. A large amount
of relief sewing for Miss Corbett was
accomplished and plans for future
activities to raise money were dis
J. C. Perry leaves today for New cussed.
York whence he sails Saturday on
the Steamship Vulcania for a cruise
Mrs. E. D. Spear leaves today for
to Martinque, Havana, Porto Rico
New York where she will be the guest
and South America.
of her daughter, Mrs. William
j Sharpe.
Mrs. Florence Foreman Ellis, head
of the Home Economics department
Miss ‘Pat’’ Levesque of Lewiston
of Central Maine Power Co., in this ' arrives tomorrow to be guest of Miss
city, was guest speaker yesterday at Helen Fifield, Cedar street, over the
Lewiston-Auburn Literary Club ses
sion, addressing a gathering of over ! weekend.
200 on "Electric Service in the
Mrs. Anastasia Harmon acted as
Home."
hostess for the bridge party given
under the auspices of the Auxiliary
Mrs. Frank S. Marsh entertained of Sons of Union Veterans Tuesday
at supper and bridge Monday even evening at Grand Army hall. There
ing. There were three tables, honors were three tables, among the winners
falling to Mrs. A. J. Murray, Mrs. C. being Mrs. I. J. Shuman and Mrs
A. Palmer, Mr. Palmer and Charles Mida Packard.
G. Hewett.

$9.75
Just the kind young girls and women want

for skating, skiing and winter tramps out
doors.

Glove leather, Kasha lined, belted model,
yoke backs

Other leather coats priced

$12.50 and $15.00

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
GARMENT DEPARTMENT

STREET FLOOR

DEER ISLE
Miss Vera Marshall is taking a
nurse’s training course at Eastern ■
Maine General Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell, Mrs. J
Vivian Lufkin and Elmer B. Eaton I
made a trip to Bangor Monday.
Virginia Barbour and Laura Stin
son were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George M. Dodge over the weekend.
Mrs. William J. Weymouth is quite
111.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B .Eaton are
being congratulated on the birth Feb.
5, of a son, Albert Dowa.
Mrs, Earl Perry and daughter of
Rockland were guests last week of
her parents Mr .and Mrs. Samuel
Coid.

PORT CLYDE
News has been received here of the
wedding of Miss Arlene Boyd to
Alfred Morris of Tenants Harbor.
Miss Boyd Is a former Rockland girl
She attended the High School there,
also the Philadelphia Photography
School, where she took a special
course in 1927. She was very popular
in the school and with the younger
set; also was a member of the
Methodist Church choir. Mr. Mor
ris attended St. George High School
and' is popular among his friends.
After the first of March they will
reside at Tenants Harbor, where they
have bought a new home.

—“Oooooh Aunty”—
Forget your troubles! Get yourself
a load of laughter in the only picture
that was ever funny enough to make
a cat laugh I

CHARLEY’S AUNT
with

Chas. Ruggles
JUNE COLLYER
Last Episode “INDIANS ARE COMING"
NEWS
COMEDIES

FRI.-SAT.
NOW PLAYING
“BLAZE O’ GLORY”

A Paramount

Home of Para

Publix Theatre

mount Pictures

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Three Great Stars in One
Great Picture!

GEORGE BANCROFT
KAY FRANCIS
CLIVE BROOK
*

in

“SCANDAL
SHEET”
He knows plenty—and prints
it! Even though it wrecks
his own happiness!
NOW PLAYING
GIRLS DEMAND EXCITEMENT
with
JOHN WAYNE

Paramount Sound News
“Phantom of the West”

No. 8
Song Novelty

HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Telephone 892
A PARAMOUNT PUBLIX THEATRE
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30

PAINTING

Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie en
tertained at dinner and bridge Mon
day evening at their home on Shaw
avenue. There were three tables in
play, honors being won by Mrs. C. E.
Gilley, Mrs. G. E. Dunton, Walter H.
Butler and Fred P. Colson.

Mrs. Austin Brewer entertained at
luncheon and bridge Monday even
ing, honors falling to Mrs. Olive Syl
vester, Mrs. Lucius York and Mrs
Mrs. Ernest P. Jones and Mrs. Thomas Keating.
Sherwood Williams entertained at a
bridge luncheon Tuesday evening at
Mrs. George Clark, Broadway, was
Mrs. Jones’ home on Camden street.
Honors were won by Mrs. Russell Da hostess to the THE Club Monday
vis of Thomaston, Mrs. Ernest Gam- evening. Honors were won by Mrs
John Ranlett, 3rd, Mrs. Edward
age and Mrs. Benjamin Reed.
Gonia and Mrs. Ethel Keene.

A section of the new Congrega
tional group Is giving a bridge party
Saturday afternoon at the home of'
Mrs. C. O. Perry, Masonic street, with
playing to begin at 2.30. The com
mittee is composed of Miss Marian
Norton, chairman, Mrs. Fred P. Col- i
son, Mrs. L. B. Cook, Mrs. C. O. Perry,
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, Mrs. Seymour
Cameron, Mrs. William Vinal, Mrs.
Wallace Spear, Miss Dorothy Snow
and Mrs. Harold Coombs.

High School Notes
It's Edwin Robinson, the harmon-,
ica king, who is tickling the har
monies out on the office typewriter !
this week.
* « « «
Freshman class cleared more than
$8 for the Red Cross on their cocoa
and doughnut sale one recess rec-1
ently.
. . . #
The junior play tonight and the i
Kippy Karnival tomorrow form the
big news at the High School building
I right T.ow,
» 4 « .
Questions are being asked as to the
reason for the extra vacation coming
The way to pose for your
j next week. For several years it has i
' been pretty evident that February is i
photograph is not to pose
I a hard month to keep up school atat all. Come to our
| tendance. Teachers and pupils are
studio as you would to
I handicapped by the amount of |
' “make-up” work necessitated by the
the home of a friend.
frequent absences on account of ill
Be comfortable, natural,
ness. June weather in Rockland is)
exactly what you are—
i seldom too hot for efficient school
’ work. A week less now and a week !
a normal. interesting,
more then looks like a wise change
likeable human being.
■ A careful check up at the end of the !
Then your photographs
’ year will show whether or not the ex- |
pariment produces the anticipated
will be delightful.
increase in efficiency.
♦ » » *
!
Tuesday’s assembly took the form !
of a rally, a regular "pep meeting"
Champney’s Studio
i for the basketball games, the play
and the carnival. Mr. Bowden, Miss 11
Foot of Limerock Street
Coughlin and Mr. Blaisdell were the 1
ROCKLAND, ME.
speakers. One of the high lights of |
Mr. Blaisdell’s speech was the ex
17-18
hibition of the picture which is to be I
hung in the home room Of the class I
-Membf.h orthat sells thc most tickets to "Peg O’
PnO.»OSAPHtns' Ass’n nr Amf.bic*
My Heart." Miss Coughlin's talk was,|
a real lesson in thinking, for she
posed questions that were not merely J
rhetorical but required a vocal, au- '
PEACE THE THEME
dible answer as for instance “Why do |
-p,
D
j
| so many grown up people both on the
1 hat rreparednes Is lnsur- facU!ty and among outside friends

How to Pose

ance For Peace Is Fallacy, i eive
n'uc,h tlmfe aild c1ff01',t9}0’ the
J many activities of the school? BasI ketball is a sport particularly faMoran Tells W. C. T. U.

Mrs. Mary Hall is seriously ill with
] vored by these older people, partly
bronchial pneumonia at the home of
The W.C.T.U. met at the home of because it develops a spirit that is
Capt. John A. Stevens, Rockland Mrs. Fred Kittredge, Chestnut street j needed not only in school but in the
street, in care of a trained nurse.
with “Peace" as the theme. Miss ! city. State and nation—the spirit of
Alena Young was leader, and E. C. I sinking self out of sight for the good j
of the group. When enough of that
The Helpers' Club met Tuesday Moran, Jr., guest speaker.
Mr. Moran, who is a member of the spirit is present in the world half
evening at 45 Ocean street where they
are repairing their club rooms. Those National Council for the Prevention the problems that vex us today will
assisting in the work are Mrs. Edna of War, gave briefly some high lights solve themselves. Since our athletic
Harvey, Thelma Freeman, Jessie on the subject. "History shows the teams do advertise our school both
Achorn, Voney Tolman, Mrs. Eliza need of a changed policy in settling by their sportsmanship in play and
beth Gray, Shirley Gray, Maud Sta disagreements between nations," he their behavior as samples of our
said. “The militaristic program was school's product what do we owe
ples and Elizabeth Sprowl.
Mrs. Bertha Greenlaw was hostess
the direct cause of the World War. them? There was no question about
to the Knoweachother Club Monday
Mrs. Aldana Spear, Maple street, That resulted in such chaos it cost “Support" being the answer to that.
afternoon at her home on Talbot
the United States 26 billions of dol "Then," said Miss Coughlin, “remem
avenue. The 10 members present was hostess to the Shakespeare So lars and England 40 billions. War ber the game at Thomaston!”
devoted their time to sewing. The ciety Monday evening, with 22 active belongs to the pioneer type of civili
members and one alumna Mrs. Caro
hostess served refreshments.
Junior High assembly was held
line Achorn Merriam, present. With zation that might is right. That pre
paredness is an insurance for peace is Wednesday as usual. The chairman
Mrs.
Harriet
Moor
as
program
leader
Mrs. Minnie Cobb Is the guest of
reading of “Peer Gynt” by Hen a fallacy of which Germany is an ex- i for the day was Rita Smith. A short
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Leadbetter the
sketch "Vera's Valentine” was pre
drik Ibsen, was begun, reading Act ample.
in Augusta this week.
“Law and not war should control in sented by: Vera. Arlene Havener;
1 and Act II to Scene 6. Mrs. Leola the
of national policies. War valentines Evelyn Thistle, Blanche
presented a very interesting todayfield
The bridge party given by the Wiggin
is exceedingly different from Gray, Josephine Soboleski, Marian
sketch of Ibsen’s life, showing the that
of yesterday. Where men went Koster. Vivian Foster. Margaret Spof
Forty Club Tuesday at the Copper ' influence on Ibsen’s entire life when
Kettle for members and friends had a boy his family was reduced from forth to the battlefield, leaving the ford, Lillian Simmons, Grace Mur13 tables in play, with honors being prosperity to poverty, and he at- women and children et home, now gita, Eugenia Curtis. This was fol
won by Mrs. Walter Butler. Mrs. Basil i tended the middle school. On account the battlefield comes into the home, lowed by a reading “The Great
Stinson, Mrs. W. H. Rhodes. Mrs. of religious dogmas he was separated with its air attacks of poison gas and Emancipator" by Edith Taylor and a
Donald Leach and Mrs. Rupert from his parents in later years Ib bombs.
recitation by Vivian Foster. “Lin
“The League of Nations and World coln’s Character." A Lincoln song
Stratton, Richard Reed, Sumner sen died on May 24, 1906, in Chris
Perry, Alton Palmer, John Black and tiana. The King and Queen sent Court would initiate a program for was sung by a girls’ chorus including
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., the consolation condolences to the widow, the the peace. Agreements between nations Ruth McCartney and Arlene Haven
going to Miss Peggy Pratt. Ice cream atres and other public buildings were cannot be the ’scrap of paper’ they er and the nine "valentines." A mu
and cake were served. The commit ; closed, and the funeral was a state used to be. for all international agree sical travelogue by the boys and girls
tee in charge was composed of Dr. affair. Mrs. Spear read a newspaper ments must be registered. ”
of 8-1 completed the program.
Mr. Moran suggested that all in fa
E. L. Scarlott, Fred Black, Arthur F. clipping relative to Sigurd Ibsen, son
vor
of
the
entrance
of
the
United
Lamb and Dr. Rupert Stratton.
At the Parent Teachers meeting
of the playwright, who died April 14. States into the World Court should
1930. Dr. Ibsen in 1906 was ap use their influence to bring pressure Monday night it was decided to se
Mrs. Anne Haskell entertained the pointed a member of the Hague
cure the monthly picture service
Outing Club yesterday at her home Court of Arbitration. Mrs. Harriette upon President Hoover to call the which furnishes lists of all the mo
Senate
into
extra
session
for
the
pur

on Ocean street for luncheon and | Levensaler gave a very fine paper on
tion pictures being releasecT, carefully
pose of endorsing the same.
relief sewing.
i
analyzed and graded on the basis of
"The Ibsen Myth,” setting forth the
The union voted to go on record as the age to which they are best suited. I
first difficulty to understand Ibsen
Mrs. T. C. Stone is in Augusta this and also enlarging on thc debt owed being in favor of upholding the State This should prove a boon to parents
law regarding games of chance, in
week, the guest of friends.
to him for the development of the cluding grab bags, lotteries, articles and teachers alike in their efforts to'
prose drama,. Mrs. Levensaler closed sold on tickets, slot machines, and all guide the children in the selection of]
The Wawenock Club was enter her paper by quoting: "To know Ib
amusement really adapted to their
tained Monday evening by Mrs. Susie sen better, we must know life better.” forms of gambling.
particular stage of development. Thc
Friday afternoon, Feb. 20. the local program presented by the pupils ol
Campbell. Union street. Response Two piano duets were delightfully
to the roll call was made by quota presented by Misses Mabel F. Lamb W.C.T.U. will meet at the Central tlie Tyler building met with enthu
tions from Ella Wheeler Wilcox's and Caroline Littlefield, selections Maine club rooms, across from the siastic approval. Those participa
writings. Two papers of keen inter from Edward Grieg's “Peer Gynt Chamber of Commerce office. Mrs. ting in it included nearly every pupil
est were presented—“A Trip to Cal Suite”—Ingrid’s Lament and Morn Aithea G. Quimby, State president, in the building. Some of the parts
cutta and Colomba” by Mrs. L. R. ing Mood. The meeting of Monday will be guest speaker. Members from of especial interest were the drama
Campbell and “Suez to Port Said,” evening, Feb. 23, will be with Mrs. other unions in the county are in tization of stories from the pupils'
vited to be present.
by Mrs. H. J. Keating. The meeting Ruth McBeath, Union street.
reading books. "The Play of the Na- i
of next Monday evening will be with
tions" in which the products of each
Announcements
have
been
received
country were displayed and their exMrs. Susie Davis, 2 Main street.
of the marriage of Otho N. Record ports to and imports from the United
and Miss Ida Ernestine Pelletier of states, and the “Temperance Drama"
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges ar
Auburn, which occurred Jan. 17 in 1 jn wbjcb nailk finally won thc day
rived from Swan’s Island yesterday
Beverly,
Mass. The young couple arc over a], the other bpverages. The
to be guests of friends enroute to
living at Beverly Manor in that city, costumes were interesting and apBoston for an extended visit.
Mr. Record, son of Mr. and Mrs. propriatc. The Grecian Dance was
James Record, lived in Rockland lor a ]ovely thing with the girls in cosThe Ways and Means Committee of
several years and is a graduate ol j (Ume going through the dance with
the Parent-Teacher Association com
Rockland High School.
j many colored balls which the girls
posed of Mrs. K. C. Rankin. Mrs.
Donald Perry and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee,
of ancient Greece did many years
Miss Madlene Rogers will entertain ago. Special mention should also be
with Mrs. John O. Stevens and Mrs.
John Flanagan assisting, have an
the N. & F. Club at cards Thursday made of the "Newsboys’ Chorus" by
nounced a public card party to bc
evening.
the boys from Miss Miller's room. It
given in Temple hall Wednesday eve
is very gratifying to see the pupils
ning, Feb. 25, to raise mqney to carry
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr. and put on such an interesting program
on the commendable work of the or
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey attend and the pleasure of thc audience was
ganization in the city schools. There
ed the Governor's ball at Augusta plainly manifest.
will be tables for progressive, pivot
Tuesday evening.
ing and contract and the party will
BURKETTVILLE
afford splendid opportunity for in
Mr. and Mrs. V. F. Studley have '
dividual bridge clubs to entertain.
returned from a successful ten days’ i Everett Fish has been on the
The committees: Tickets, Dr. and
fishing trip to Greenville.
traverse jury in Rockland.
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee, chairmen, Mr.
-------I Roy Light of Washington visited
and Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey lelt Andrew Rokes Sunday,
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence. Mr. and Mrs. FROM three to twelve. That’s the this
morning by airplane to attend
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood
Alan L. Bird, Mr. and Mrs. P. P. period which is most important to
Bicknell. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilley, your child's development. And that’s the winter sports at Fort Fairfield, to ! and son were in Union Thursday,
The 4-H Club met Saturday at
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Louraine, Mr. the time many are retarded mentally return on Sunday.
-------i Florence Calderwood's for an all-day
and Mrs. Donald Perry. Mr. and Mrs. and physically by constipation.
The final party of the series oi : meeting.
Sixteen members and
Walter C. Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
Watch your child, mother! At the
parties for the benefit of St. Ber- three visitors were present. During
Derry, Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Perry, first sign of bad breath, coaled card
nard's Church took place at the the forenoon thc boys under Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, Mr. and tongue, headache, biliousness, lack Thorndike Grill last evening, with 30 Light's instruction made handicraft
Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. of energy or appetite, give a little tables in play. The men of the parish j work, such as meat boards and winL. B. Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Harold California Fig Syrup,
were in charge, with Fa .her O'Gara dow holders. At noon a bountiful
Look, Mr. and Mrs. Israel Snow. Mr.
This pure vegetable product cleans as chairman There were tables of , picnic dinner was served which the
and Mrs. T. J. Foley, Mr. and Mrs.
whist, bridge, and “63,” and honors J children enjoyed very much.
A
Henry Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. George es, regulates a child’s bowels without awarded as follows: In bridge, Miss . business session followed. It was
B. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Havener, discomfort. No danger of forming Mary Johnson, Mrs L. F. Chase, Miss j voted to meet with Frances Pierpont.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton, the laxative habit when California Vittrici Carini, Mrs. Lena K. Sargent. ! March 7. in the afternoon. The
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and Mrs. Fig Syrup is used. For it tones and Mrs. Austin Brewer. Miss Louise Har- i leaders then took up the lessons and
Raymond Duff; refreshments. Mrs. strengthens weak bowels. In colds or rington, Mrs. Wiggin, Mrs. Thomas 1 the boys were given a group of pota’s diseases, employ its gentle
Russell Bartlett, Mrs. Joseph Emery, children
aid to keep the system from becom Keating, Mrs. Fred Achorn. Mrs. | toes and taught how to select good
Mrs. Hervey H. Allen, Mrs. Oliver ing clogged with germs or waste.
Harry Bradbury. Mrs. Anna Webster, I seed. Two boys and two girls were
Hills, Mrs. Allan F. McAlary, Mrs.
Mrs. Francis Louraine. Miss Isabelle selected to take part in demonstraMothers everywhere arc eager to Brown. Mrs. Robert Boyle, Mrs. Isa- j tion at the next meeting.
Ella S. Bird, Mrs. A. C. Jones; decora
tions, Mrs. Ralph Hanscom Mrs. L. tell of the beneiits secured for their dor Gordon, Mrs. Raymond Duff.|______
N. Lawrence, Mrs. N. A. Fogg, Mrs. children. Mrs. C. R. Reddy, Jr., Mrs. Donald Perry. Mrs. W. H. Ander
W. H. Rhodes. Mrs. C. A. Rose and 150 Congress St., Portland, says: “I son, Dennis Cronin, Mrs. II. W. Women Say
Mrs. Frank Tirrell JK; soliciting, have used California Fig Syrup with French. Mrs. K. C. Rankin, Mrs, Ray- |
Mrs. Perley Damon, Mrs. John G. Chas. Reddy, 3rd, for four years in mond Stewart; in plain whist, to
Snow, Mrs. C. D. North, Mrs. John M. cases of upsets, bad breath, coated Mrs. Lucie Walsh; in “63” to Miss j
or constipation. It keeps him
Richardson, Mrs. Walter H. Butler, tongue
brightest, happiest six-ycar-old Margaret Sprague. Much interest Poor complexions and old looking
Mrs. Albert Peterson, Mrs. William the
was shown in the awarding of the skins lack protection. Preserve jour
I know!"
Ellingwood. Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett,
capital prize, which went to Miss skin with the new wonderful Face
Look for thc name California when Phronie Johnson, who held the high- ! Powder MELLO-GLO used by so many
Mrs. L. E. McRae. Mrs. Harold Karl.
Mrs. A. B. Higgs, Mrs. Maynard buying. That Is on every carton of est score in the six parties in thc series beautiful women. Its special tint and
Marston, Mrs. Fred Colson. Mrs. Da the genuine, for your protection.
An expression of appreciation was finish are so youthful. MELLO-GLO
vid McCarty, Mrs. Harold Burgess
made to Manager and Mrs. O’Neil! for stays on longer, prevents large pores,
and Mrs. W. C. Noyes. Any of the CAIIFORNIA
all eoui'tesies extended to the coin- and spreads so smoothly. Purest powabove unable to serve, are asked to
mittces as well as to all those who | der made and does not irritate your
procure a substitute and notify the
have contributed in any way to their skin. Corner Drug Store and till other
LAXATIVE-TONIC
fl>,
CHILDREN
ways and means committee at once.
success.
1 good stores.

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
Rockland
17-20

CUTLER-COOK CO.

AFTER-INVENTORY
SALE OF

COATS
Regardless of Former Price or Cost, Each
• Coat Has Been Reduced in Price

For Quick Clearance

GROUP ONE

$£00

Just 22 Coats in this lot; mostly
small sizes

GROUP TWO $
In thij group are Alpaca, Sport and
Dress Styles

GROUP THREE $
In this lot are coats that sold up to
$29.50, all sizes, Black and Brown

GROUP FOUR $■
Mostly Black, all sizes in this lot all
fur trimmed, formerly up to $39.50

£ FUR
3 COATS

10 00

15 00

21 00
$CA

at

All Other Coats at Half
the Former Price

Cutler-Cook Co., Rockland
MYER’S
FOR THE WEEKEND WE OFFER

Heavy Overalls
—AT—

87c each
These are r.ot the cheap thin kind, hut good heavy overalls—the
kind that wear well. Try a pair
We are selling lots and lots of Boys' Pants and Sweaters these
days. They take the place of a suit of clothes and cost lots less.
Our new line of Spring Pants are in and the prices arc—
$1.25, S2.00, $2.56, $3.00
We arc always glad to see you. Get in the habit of dropping in!

WILLIS MYER

TONIGHT

- 8.30 to 9.00

SALADA TEA presents

Maine Boy is

NATHANIEL SHILKRET and his Orchestra

Brightest

CHARLES HARRISON, the celebrated Tenoi

It’s Wonderful

in All Its Branches

Telephone 745-W

Mrs. R .H. Britt was hostess to the
Itooevik Club Tuesday afternoon at
her home on Summer street, with all
members but one present. Twelve
pairs of outing flannel bloomers to
be given to Miss Corbett for distri
bution among children were com
pleted. The meeting Tuesday, Feb.
24, will be with Mrs. Gertrude Boody,
Pleasant street.

Page Seven

Station WJZ, New York

Flavor!

Fresh ness!

Uniformity!

ARMOUR'S

CLOVERBLOOM
BUTTER

FIG SYRUP

t

Every-Other-Day
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Page Eight
THE

FARMER

AND
THE

I
I
HOME-MAKER —

Marketing farm products will be I Feb. 20. Bristol, Main Dishes and
the subject of meetings for February Left Overs.
Feb. 24. Rockport, Main Dishes and
Farmers everywhere are considering
more and more the selling of their Left Overs.
Feb. 25, Simonton, Decorative
products.
Ray Atherton, agricultural econ- Stitches.
Feb. 25, Union, Tea Wagons and
omics specialist will be present at
the meetings in Whitefield and North I End Tables.
Edgecomb. Mr. Atherton is familiar | .Feb 25. Warren, Main Dishes and
The Florida slump this year has with marketing of poultry products Left OversMagic Valley of Texas
The big chain grocery stores are hit the movies as well as the hotels.
FebEast Union' Main Dishes
grouping down here, in just the way They have had to close a theatre In as well as apples and will discuss and
Left Overs.
that Woolworth. Kresge. McCrory, St. Augustine in the heart of the these at the meetings. Several of the
Feb. 27, Edgecomb Pine Needle
and others have taught other lines of season, and the two finest hotels meetings will have a oombined sesWork.
business to do in the north. In the there showed a total of 70 guests,
March 5, Union, A B C 's of Con
old days, to start, a store side of the with over 200 help. The Plaza The- , sion of men and women in the fore
other fellow, in the same line of busi qtre in St. Petersburg closed last noon. Fertilizers, seed and culti struction.
ness. or a theatre, was considered week. One man writes he went to a vation of the home garden will be
March 5. Damariscotta. Tea Wag
bad business. You will find in New resort hotel on the West Florida taken up by the county agent. Here ons and End Tables.
York, now. on 4'Id street, between coast to learn that he was the only is the schedule.
March 10, Orff's Corner. A.B.C.'s of
Broadway and Eighth avenue, one guest. To save expense the lights ; Whitefield Feb. 17, Union hall.
Construction.—From the Knox-Lin
North
Edgecomb
Feb.
18.
whole block almost solid with the in the lobby were switched on and 1
coln Farm Bureau News.
West Aina, Feb. 19 Sheepscot Val
atres. side by side. In larger cities off when he went to the dining room
like Washington, for instance, you He got so lonesome he checked out ley Grange hall.
Hope. Feb. 20. Grange hall.
will find all the 5c and 10c and 25c and went to a cheaper hotel for com
stores grouped, and now we find pany.
West Rockport. Feb. 21.
.
$>
<§>
down here the grocery and meat
Damariscotta. Feb. 25. Christian
chain stores, the Piggly Wiggly. Jit
Back to Palm Beach for a line or Science Church.
ney Jungle. Saunders, and all the two. All the advance spring and
Aina. Feb. 26. Erskine hall.
others along a section of Main street, summer styles are first shown there. . Dresden. Feb. 27, Pownalboro hall.
side by side, and the result is „that as you know. Girls, you will have j Warren. Feb. 28.
business, instead of being ruined by to discard vour aviator hats, and felt . Nobleboro. March 3. Grange hall.
this arrangement, is better.
hats of all kinds. Men never did like
Bunker Hill. March 4. Clarence
The larger cities have had this ar those close-fitting aviator skull caps Hunt.
rangement for many years, and New that give a girl's face the appearance i Camden. March 5. Grange hall.
York led the list. As long as 40 years of a hard-boiled egg looking through | Appleton. March 6. Grange hall.
a-o. all the big dry goods stores wee the side of the shell. Back we contt
Union. March 7.
grouped together down on 14th row to prettv hats again. With •>
Rockland. March 10.
street. Then they moved up to 23d brim. At Palm Beach thev show all
Waldoboro, March 10. Board of
street for some vears. and now they straw hats instead of felt, and all Trade rooms.
arc all up at 34th street, spreading hats have brims. That will be the ! Orff's Corner, March 11. Commu
along from 5th avenue to Broadway, Boston style two months from now. nity hall.
and a’ong up 5th avenue to above Pome of the hats have short brim
Jefferson. March 12.
4nd street. You have a good ex fronts and long backs, and they , Friendship, March 13. Melvin
ample of it in Boston at the corner of nestle down into the neck. In other La wry's.
Summer and Washington streets, words, thev squat low on the neck.
Vegetable meetings at 10.30
with Filer.e. Jordan-Marsh. Fovev.
For imitations of the imported ! All meetings are scheduled for 10.30
and the other lesser lights. ArM now straws they make some of them from except West Rockport. Warren, Bun
th” grocery stores and the meat mar "Panama paper," then they have ’ ker Hill. Waldoboro and Friendship,
kets are doing it in the newer sec them made from "cellophane." which which will be held at 1.30 p. m.
tions of the country Side by side for I is that shiny, glass-like stuff they
* • • ♦
a b'oek, nothing but groceries and wrap cigars in. They crimp that
Orcharding
for Knox-Lincoln
meat and vegetables.
stuff, color it. bend it. doll it up. and
,
-« ■ <S> it makes a mighty nifty summer hat. ] Hundreds of acres of farm land in,
Knox and Lincoln counties should be
"Mickev Mouse" in the movies has And—there were plenty of washable set out to apple trees. The light,
manv admirers in Rockland, as else ’inen sports hats at the beach for ' gravel soil on many side hills is ideal j
where. and it now appears that most the big opening last week. But felts j
an orchard site. There is good
of Europe likes Mickey. He doesn't are out. and the skull cap. tight-fit for
air drainage on these hills which
have much to say on the screen and ting. squeezed-in-head, eyes-popping- prevents
to some extent scab infec
that is what makes him so popular. out-in-front-effect has gone into the
Over in Hungary. Austria and Ger discard. Thank heaven for that, j tion and cuts the cost of production.
Trees should be set about 22 feet r
many he is a big feature. Fact is. he How summery a girl looks in a big,
square: this will give approximately
is so much of a feature just now that flowing brim.
95 trees per acre. Under good con
thev are reonening theatres that
ditions these will start bearing at
THE FIRST SALMON
failed with all other kinds of pic
four years of age and will start pay
tures. and packing them in to see
Mickey Mouse perform. They are A Crawford Pond Fishing Story. In ing for themselves at eight years.
Care should be given in consider- I
Which Virtue Is Its Own Reward
u-ing up the old reels and making
ing varieties to obtain satis
plenty of money. News reels and six Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mickey Mouse films make up the
Late in January. 1930. William C. factory pollination. There should
entire programs, and they aie Wellman of South Hope went ice not be over four rows of one
The Cortland and Red'
"packin' 'em in."
fishing on Crawford Pond, his fish variety.
<§> li' • •
ing companion being William F. Delicious are both good cross pollition for the McIntosh and can be
Everybody seems to like Maurice Davis, deputy fish and game warden. planted with it. These two can also
Each got a fair catch of pickerel,
Chevalier. He is back in this coun
be used with Northern Spy. Under
try as you know, and opened last and were about, in the technical some conditions the Red Delicious is
week at Paramount Theatre in New language of the fisherman, to “wind a shy bearing so that the Cortland is
York in vaudeville. He gets $10,000 up and go home" when one of the a safer tree to plant with the other
a week real money for this engage Wellman "flags" bobbed violently. varieties.
ment and splits with the theatre all "Another one" said Bill W. "Get
At the age of 18 years every other
they take in over $35,000. Did you him." said Bill D.
Bill proceeded to do so. and was tree should be cut out leaving trees
ever notice the wav he pronounces
44 by 31S feet. This will give about
"women.” with that lower lip stick highly pleased when his catch proved 55 trees per acre. At the end of the
ing out? Isn't it cute? He knows to be a fine three-pound salmon. next 18 years it will be a matter of
his onions or he wouldn't be getting “Hooray!" said B W. “Tough luck.” economy to cut the orchard down
said B D “The law is not off
$10,000 a week, real money.
salmon until next week." And so the and start a new one as the expense
beautiful fish was returned to his of pruning, spraying and picking will
And. by the way. Paramount just native element, bj’ the law abiding be too great on the large trees.
handed in its financial report for the citizen, under the approving eye of
4-H Club Notes
year 1930. More than $18.000 000 net the majesty of the law. and each
One hundred and thirty-four ar-1
profit.
The company will add proceeded to his home with a clear,
tides made and over 200 pairs of
$6,000,000 of this to its reserve, mak calm, conscience.
stockings darned won for Marian I
ing a reserve of $23,000,000. and then
Now comes the sequel!
Johnston of Damariscotta, State sew
pay the stockholders $6 a share divi
Friday. Feb. 6. 1931. these same
dend instead of $4. And we talk disciples of the immortal Izaak Wal ing honors for this year. Marian
started work as a club member in
about hard times.
ton. still friends, returned to the 1928 winning first honors in sewing.
$> 6- <i- $>
same lake, and fishing grounds, and In 1929 she was the county champion
There is no city in the United set their five lines each, as they in both sewing and canning and this
States where the movie censorship were legally permitted to do. not be year in addition to her state chain-1
is as strict as in Boston. The censors ing members of the same family
pionship she was county champion in
The pickerel did not seem hungry, sewing and received first honors in
there surelv do worry all the show
but
a
few
w
’
erc
taken.
Then
a
long
people, including Ziegfeld. Clarence
cooking and housekeeping.
Darrow, famous lawyer and debater, pause in their action Suddenly Bill
James Haggett of North Edge-,
W.
gave
a
wild
yell.
"There's
an

savs in an interview: "This talk
comb was announced as winner of;
other"
and
dashed
across
the
ice.
about movies glorifying or making
the State championship in poultry
heroes of crooks is just silly piffle. "Get him" said Bill D B W. obeyed management. In 1926 James started
the
command.
It
was
a
four-pound
I go to the movies—see lots of them,
the chick raising project and has
and I have never seen a picture in salmon. "Tough luck.” said Well carried poultry management each
man.
"Good
luck,"
said
the
other
my life, and I do not believe one has
year since, winning first honors in
ever been made, in which the crook Bill. "He's yours.”
"The very same fish," said B. W. each year's work. Last year he re
or the wiongdoer is not both caught
ceived county championship, also
and adequately punished. Right al earnestly.
As far as Is now known. William C. fourth honors in the State, and was
ways triumphs over wrong in the
champion again for 1930.
movies, and that is more than we can Wellman of South Hope, has the rec ! county
sav about real life. Why don't they ord of taking the first salmon of the James raised over 400 chickens this
let the movies alone? Is a movie season from Crawford Pond arid ) year and his account book shows that j
he did $1800 worth of business.
wicked iust because it gives some perhaps the first in Knox County.
Club work to date stands as folMr. Wellman has adopted as his
folks pleasure and makes them smile
o: ce in a while. That is the theory favorite motto ''Choose well the com ■ lows: 197 members enrolled. 15 pro-|
of the censors Tf it brings happi pany you keep."
A. Jay Lee j grams of work in the office and 75
!club meetings reported.
Union. Feb. 7
ness it is all wrong—it is wicked.”
♦•••

SEA BREEZE

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As I have been told that I must
write some kind of a nature article
for The Courier-Gazette if I want to
be a member of this club, I will try
and see what I can do. First I will
tell you that I live on an island in
Penobscot Bay. Plenty of nature
here—something different to look
at all the time; no two days alike;
rough and smooth water; beautiful
sunrises and sunsets; woods and sea
shore.
Now I want to tell you about my
birds. At my doorstep is a sort of
trellis I had for sweet peas to grow
on. The top is fiat and on it I have
nailed covers from coffee cans which
are kept filled with bread crumbs.
Just now I have only the black
sapped chickadee and the slate col
ored junco. but in the summer what
a family of birds I have—a dozen or
more different kinds of sparrows, cat
birds, robins, woodpeckers and yel

low birds. All oX these will eat
bread crumbs.
The trees and bushes are all
around so they build their nests not
far away and how busy they will be
carrying crumbs to their little ones.
As soon as they can fly the least bit.
they come to the doorstep and are
fed by the old birds. They soon get
so they can eat out of the covers
themselves. They get real tame and
love to have them around.
Sea Breeze.
N.C.C., No. 7, Vinalhaven.

daughter Mrs. Merlin Eugley and son
Donald were at Mrs. Addie Walters’
Thursday.
Homer Jones is cutting wood for
Eugene Feyler.
Mrs. Edw. Moore and Mrs. A.
Wallace were at Mjs. Reed's last
week.
Mrs. Margaret Newbert has received the sad news of the death of
her uncle John Doleman and his
wife Feb. 1 in Winthrop, Mass., both
the same day. only two hours apart,
aged 77 and 78 years, after living to
gether 58 years.

MANK'S CORNER
Chapel school, Miss Rachel Orff,
teacher, closed Friday. Those not
absent for the term were Ge$trude
Newbert. Merton Newbert, Orren
Robinson, Phyllis Newbert.
Eugene Feyler is ill.
Mrs. Marion Clark and son are
visiting her mother Mrs. Etta Miller,
who is ill.
Mrs. Peter Hildebrant' who has
been working for Z. G. Mank has re
turned home.
Mrs. Levander Newbert
and

Mrs. Augusta Mank
People in this part of the town
were saddened at the death of Mrs.
Augusta Mank. 76. which came very
suddenly. She was a woman beloved
by all. both young and old; and a
favorite with the school children by
whom she was loved and respected
and she was "Aunt Gusta" to them
all. She was always at the Chapel
school at their Christmas tree with a
gift for each one. She leaves two
sons Z. G Mank and Wilbert Mank.
and a host of friends who will greatly
miss her.

MR. HUTCHINS' BIRTHDAY
Mark L. Hutchins of Jefferson,
whose mail address is R.F.D., No. 1,
has a birthday anniversary Feb. 28,
and the suggestion is made that
friends remember him with a post
! card shower. He has been confined
to the house all winter and unable
to work.
|

Way to Get At a Cold
Is Through the Bowels
Aa aoon as you catch cold, the piores
close; perspiration is cheeked. Giases
and waste can’t escape through the
skin. That’s why your doctor’s first
advice in case of colds is a mild lax
ative like cascara. Medical author
ities agree it actually strengthens
bond muscles. You get cascara in
its most pleasant form in candy Cas
carets.
Remember this when you catch
cold; whenever breath is bad; tongue
coated; or you’re headachy, bilious,
constipated.
Why resort to harsher things when
Cascarets activate the bowels so
quickly, so harmlessly and pleasantly
—aud cost only a dime?

Moto

Automotive engineers and motor car builders
have greatly improved motor car efficiency
by increasing compression. The car owner—
the motorist—should maintain this efficiency
by the use of proper anti-knock motor fuel.

No-Nox Ethyl Stops Knocks
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nf -Performance—
ual New Beauty—
RIDING COMFORT

Home Flower Gardens
The Home Flower Garden Train- i
ing classes are to be held March 111
at Rockland and March 12 at Dama: riscotta. All who are to be delei gates should take a collection of sugi gestions. Now is the time to start
sorting out information and litera
ture on gardening.

Vegetables for Health
This meeting on vegetables for |
health should not be missed. It is a
joint session of men and women in
the morning and the county agent
will discuss vegetable gardens. The
following communities are having,
these meetings during February and '
March: Orff's Corner, Feb. 13: '
Whitefield. Feb. 17: Hope. Feb. 20;
Damariscotta, Feb. 25: Aina. Feb. 26;
Dresden. Feb. 27; Nobleboro, March
3; Bristol. March 4; Camden, March
5; Appleton, March 6.
• • .
In-Between Meetings
Feb 13. Appleton, Main Dishes and i
j Left Overs.
Feb. 18. Damariscotta Mills, Bas
ketry and Fabric Painting.
COACHES.

_.......*

The Greater Hudson Eight has a larger motor. It is faster,
more powerful, quicker in traffic, surprisingly economical.
It has individual new beauty—and Rare Riding Com
fort. Bodies are insulated against drumming and drafts.
Head-room and leg-room are greater. Doors are wider.
Perfect comfort in every seat—no crowding. These are a
few of the quality features in this Greater Hudson Eight

WEEK END
Coach Excursions

712 MAIN STREET

•

1

CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

AT THE SIGN OF THE ORANGE DISC

OVER

Washington’s Birthday
BOSTON $7.21
PORTLAND $3.29
Round Trip From Rockland

Go Feb. 20 or 21
Return Limit Mon., Feb. 23
Ask Agent For Details

AUTOMOBILE

Another desirable feature of NO-NOX ETHYL
is its extremely low end point which
gives it an instant vaporizing quality for
quick easy starting on coldest days and adds
an exhilarating power.
Try it out—put it to the test

All Prices F. O. B. Detroit .
•\W- ' " ’•
' u-

BLAISDELL

eliminates even the faintest click or
ping. This assures a lightning getaway in
traffic with a smooth fast pick up—makes
traffic a pleasure. It’s a great victory—a
great service to the motorist.

Maine Central R. R.
19-22

GULF REFINING COMPANY

Notice
• No-Nox Ethyl
is colored CED.
• That Good
Gulf Gasoline is
NOW colored
ORANGE for
identification
purposes only,

0

